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Foreword

ONE HAS ONLY 10 SEAR( I I 0135( URI- STORAGE. (LUSH'S OR BOOKROOMS

in schools or talk with those who have been involved with education and
its improvement over a period of time to understand the frustration
involved in changing the status quo. Innovations involved with instruc-
tional strategies and curriculums have usually tailed. Remember the
promises held by many for open classrooms, team teaching, educational
television, new math, and inquiry-oriented science?

But did these innovations fail because the concepts and processes
proposed were faulty? Or because they were never properly imple-
mented? We will never know. Evaluations of innovations have usually
focused on the assessment of their effectiveness. This type of assess-
ment, without an examination of how the innovation was implemented,
leads to distorted results.

One of the most common and serious mistakes made by both the
administrators and leaders of a change process is to presume that once
an innovation has been introduced and initial training has been com-
pleted the intended users will put the innovation into practice. A second
serious mistake is to assume that all users of the implementation will
react in similar ways.



Taking Charge of Change

This book provides new insights and understandings about school
change Its powerful message bnngs a new understanding about the
roles and personal needs of the people involved in a change process. It
hits at the heart of the problem by providing strategies for the total
management of an innovation destined for success.

The first strategy presented provides the means to boh introduce
the change or innovation and monitor the anticipated variety and diver-

sity of implementation. The Innovation Configuration leads to the devel-
opment of component checklists that are useful in determining an accu-
rate picture of the range of operational patterns that could be found in
classrooms.

The second strategy focuses on the target of the change process, the
teacher. A diagnostic approach identifies seven stages of concern experi-

enced by teachers involved in a change process. Suggestions are given to

deliver interventions that will respond to each stage of concern.
The concept of the levels of use of the innovation provides the third

strategy, which identifies the degree to which teachers are using the new
practices. This tool is useful for assisting teachers to move to higher
level., of use as well as for evaluating the progress of the impiementation
effort.

One of the major contentions of this book is that guesswork and
intuition need not be the tools used by individuals responsible for the
process of change. The specific role played by those individuals and the

orchestration of their efforts is presented w ith six areas of actions that
support a change process.

Taking Charge of Change provides diagnostic techniques for assessing
f he individuals involved in a change in order to understand both them

and their needs Those techniques then provide the agents of the change
process with information about how to use resources and provide sup-
port services. This book carries a powerful message for all success-
oriented agents of change.

Marcia Kalb Knoll

ASCD President, 1987-88
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1.

You Are In
This Book

In Springdale School District, student achievement scores had declined for

five years. Alarmed, the school board directed Julia Jenkins, the 14.,szstant super-

intendent for instruction, to develop a plan and recommend ways of turning the

scores around Jenkins, too, had been concerned and had been looking into some

ways to address the problem. After exploring a number of alternatives, she

prepared to introduce an effective teaching program used by a number of other

districts in the area. In this program, teachers consider particular instructional

decisions when planning and delivering instruction. Furthermore, teaching is

structured in a step-by-step approach that has effectively increased student

learning. Jenkins found that participating administrators and teachers in the
other districts were enthusiastic about the program. They believed they were

starting to see improvements in student learning as a result of its use.

Jenkins and two elementary and two secondary instructional coordinators

attended a week-long training session to learn firsthand how teachers could be

trained in the skills of the effective teaching program. When they returned to

Springdale they were enthusiastic about introducing it in their district. Assistant

Superintendent Jenkins recommended to the school board that the district make a

three-year commitment to implementing the new program. "Three years!" The

school board president could not understand the need for devoting three years to
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bringing the program to teachers. "Didn't we do sc, lice in nine months last
year" After an intense four-hour discussion, the board reluctantly appropriated

60 percent of the requested funds to support the program, instructing Jenkins to

proceed with the program with teachers at all grade levels. It was to be Jenkins's

program, and the board wanted regular reports of its results.

With the board's directive, Jenkins became responsible for a school improve-
ment effort.

IN THIS SCENARIO, WE SEE AND FEEL JULIA JENKINS'S QUANDARN. SOME

of us know it from our own experiences; others can foresee it in their
own future. In this hypothetical case study we see a program that
promises to improve the 'nstructional practices of teachers, and thus
increase learning outcontez, for students, but one that is allotted barely
sufficient time and support for integration in classrooms. The program is
sure to seesaw between pressures for immediate results urged by the
board and demands of time, energy, and actions needed for its suc-
cessful implementation. "Why three years?" the board asks. Clearly
Jenkins must "school" the board in understanding just what is required
for effective school change and improvement. At the same time, she
faces a pressing demand to mobilize resources and peoplethere is not
a moment of the three years to waste.

Why This Book

You are in this book.

In your professional life you have been or will be involved in pro-
cesses of institutional changeas a manager, as a person assisting the
process, or as one expected to adopt an innovation. Primarily, this book
is about and for people like Julia Jenkins who are responsible at the
district level for improving schools, and for others at the school level
who facilitate change in their schools, its concepts, however, touch the
lives of each of us in the ever-changing world of education.

The focus is on change facilitators and on methods to make their job
more effective. To these change facilitators we offer concepts, tools, and
techniques.

This book, then, is written for each of you who wishes to become a
more effective facilitator of change. It does not address directly the
abstract concerns of scholars who observe and study school change,
although we believe scholars may find the book's applications of re-
search to be of interest, as will policymakers who must make decisions
that thrust change on schools.

In this first chapter, we explain the term "change facilitator" and
discuss who change facilitators are. We describe the components of the

2
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knowledge base that supports this book and relate how we had the
opportunity to help develop this knowledge. In the last part of the
chapter we share some early learnings and the conclusions on which our
work rests; finally, we provide an overview of the remaining chapters.

Who Is a Change Facilitator?

A change facilitator can be anyone. You may be one yourself. Facili-
tators are found in central offices of school districts where they may be
curriculum coordinators or consultants; subject specialists or directors;
assistant, associate, or deputy superintendents; and perhaps (in small
districts) even superintendents. Facilitators are also found at the school
level among principals, vice principals, and assistant principals. Depart-
ment chairs, mentor teachers, master teachers, grade-level chairs, or
teachers on special assignment may be change facilitators. And teachers
frequently relate to each other in less formal ways as facilitators.

It's not important where on the organizational chart the person falls;
what is important is that facilitators support, help, assist, and nurture
Sometimes their task is to encourage, persuade, or push people to
change, to adopt :In innovation and use it in their daily schooling work.
("Innovation" is our generic term for any program, process, or practice
new or notthat is new to a person). We have chosen the name for these
supporters thoughtfully; we believe the term "facilitator" embodies the
spirit and behaviors of the tasks mentioned above. Some would use the
label "change agent." We prefer "change facilitator," as we believe this
person, in working directly with people who are expected to change,
must engage this very human challenge in a personalized, caring way.
For brevity, v 2 frequently refer to the change facilitator as the "CF."

Interestingly, we observe school improvement efforts in which facil-
itators are not clearly identified. Central office staff may think a principal
is the CF, while the principal may believe this role resides in the central
office. A basic tenet of successful change management is that someone
must be in charge, the locus of control for the change process must be
clearly identified, and the facilitator must be skilled and prepared to act.

If your dilemma is that you do not have the requisite skills or know
what to do, then this book is for you. Our goal is to help you acquire
some basic understandings and skills to facilitate change in your school
setting.

How We Got Started

For more than a decade, we worked in an uncommon alliance,
centered on federally funded research conducted at the Research and

3
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Development Center for Teacher Education (R&DCTE), at the University

of Texas at Austin. Along with other other colleagues, we engaged in a

collaborative enterprise to learn how schools might go about the process
of changing. We did not focus on what schools should do; there has long

been a ready supply of research-based advice on that matter. What we
were about was an unflinching pursuit to learr. about the school im-
provement process; what it is, whom it involves, what are its effects, and

how it might be managed. Our findings integrate research studies on
teachers and administrators, are seasoned by our experiences in class-
rooms and schools, and are refined with craft knowledge and clinical
judgment.

In addition, we have been fortunate to study and plan for school
improvement with international colleagues. We have worked with
schools, 3chool administrators, and researchers in Australia, Belgium,
Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, japan, The Netherlands, Nor-

way, Sweden, and Switzerland, all in settings where attention and con-
cern is being focused on improving teachers' and administrators' prac-
tice. We have looked through different lenses at school improvement
and have gained insights from different cam 25 and perspectives. These

experiences have sharpened our images of our own schools. What we
share, then, is both experience-based and research-based, although we
will not use this book as a research forum. We have sprinkled modest
research citations throughout the book, but we determinedly kept them
to a minimum. For thaie who seek to know more and at greater depth,
the appendix provides relevant references.

Why was this team given an opportunity to study change in
schools? The headwaters lie in the late '50s, when a critical school reform

movement was launched with Sputnik, stimulating a major examination

and assessment of U.S. schools. As a result, a great deal of time, energy,
and fiscal resources were given to the development of new curriculums,

primarily in mathematics and science. Accompanying this development

effort was an innocent but unfortunate assumption that if a curriculum
program was sufficiently appealing and attractively packaged, it could be

delivered to teachers and, without further ado, the program would
appear in their day-to-day classroom work (Hord 1987).

Some of you may remember the introduction of "new math" into
schools in the early '60s. As classroom teachers at that time, we recall the

math books being sent to our rooms, a quickie orientation to the text-
books supplied, and a "God bless you" bestowed upon us. The teacher's

guide was permanently affixed to our arm. Nightly study for preparing
the next day's lesson became the norm. The frustration of trying to use
this radical new approach to mathematicsto enable students to under-
stand mathematical operations rather than simply doing rote comput-

4
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ingcaused many teachers to give up and return to their old, familiar
texts.

By the time new, inquiry-oriented science curriculums were being
sent to schools, an understanding dawned that teachers needed more
than the "stuff" of the program. As a result, the National Science Foun-
dation began to experiment with providing summer institutes for 'riser
vice training in using the materials and equipment.

Providing both the materials for new programs and training in their
use was expected to make program implementation a certainty. One year

after a new program was introduced, an evaluator typically appeared to
find out how well students were learning as a function of the new
curriculums. Great surprise and consternation followed the evaluation
results, which usually reported no significant improvement in scores.
The typical conclusion drawn from such discouraging data was that the
program was not a good one. Thereafter, the program was rejected and a
new one brought on board Thus, an annual cycle developed. introduce
a new Limit ulum, allow it one year, evaluate its results, and then discard
it.

The introduc tion'evaluation!rejection cycle became so commonplace

that after a few years teachers accepted this peculiar state of affairs.
Upon hearing that yet another new program was on its way, they were
wont to say, "Hang loose, this too will fade away." And many are still
saying it.

Frustration mounted in the nation's schools until one day a bright
idea dawned. "Hey, wait a minute, maybe the program isn't to blame,
maybe there's a problem with the process being used to c!.ange
schools." Thereupon, a decision was made to investigate this national
dilemma. The federal government, through the National Institute of
Education, funded studies to !ook into educational change and improve-
ment processes in an effort to understand how change could become a
successful enterprise.

What We Have Learned about Change

Our R&DCTE team was awarded the opportunity to study how
schools might go about improving successfully. In doing so, we verified

a number of assumptions about change that were the basis of a model
upon which our research was founded. the Concerns-Based Adoption
Model (CBAM). Let us share these conclusions:

1. Change is a process, not an event. One of the most persistent
tendencies of those who do not appreciate the complexities of change is
to equate change with handing over a new program, which is an event
This, in fact, was the false tenet on which school improvement was

5
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based in the past. We now know that change is a process occurring over
time, usually a period of several years. Recognition of this is an essential

prerequisite of successful implementation of change.
2. Change is accomplished by individuals. A common notion in consid-

ering change is to think about it in ambiguous, impersonal terms. But

change affects people, and their role in the process is of utmost impor-
tance. Therefore, individuals must be the focus of attention in imple-
menting a new program. Only when each (or almost each) individual in

the school has absorbed the improved practice can we say that the school
has changed.

3 Change is a highly personal experience. What we mean here is that

individuals are different; people do not behave collectively. Each indi-
vidual reacts differently to a change, and sufficient account of these
differences must be taken. Some people will assimilate a new practice
much more rapidly than others; some will engage in the process more
readily than. Change will be most successful when its support is geared
to the diagnosed needs of the individual users. If change is highly
personal, then clearly different responses and interventions will be
required for different individuals. Paying attention to each indi..-idual's
progress can enhance the improvement process.

4 Change involves developmental growth. We have discovered from

studies of change that the individuals involved appear to express or
demonstrate growth in terms of their feelings and skills. These feelings
and skills tend to shift with respect to the new program or practice as
individuals pass through an ever-greater degree of experience. We will
consider these feelings and skills in the pages that follow as we see that
they can be diagnosed and prescribed for. The techniques for doing so
are presented in this book, and they are valuable tools for school leaders
and other change facilitators to use in guiding and managing change.

5. Change is best understood in operational terms. Teachers, and others,

will naturally relate to change or improvement in terms of what it will
mean to them or how it will affect their current classroom practice. What

changes in their own or their students' values, beliefs, and behavior will

it require? How much preparation time will it demand? By addressing
these and other questions in concrete, practical terms, facilitators can
communicate more relevantly and reduce resistance to improvement
efforts.

6. The focus of facilitation should be on individuals, innovations, and the

context, We tend to see school improvement in term' of a new curricu-
lum, a new program or packagesomething concrete that we can hold
onto. But in doing so, we forget that books and ma erials and equipment

alone do not make change; only people can make change by altering
their behavior. The real meaning of any change lies in its human, not its

6
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material, component. Furthermore, effective change facilitators work
with people in an adaptive and systemic way, designing interventions
for clients' needs, realizing that those needs exist in particular contexts
and settings. Functioning in a systemic way recognizes that the school as

a whole will be affected by whatever is done with respect to even its
smallest part. Interventions in one arena may well produce unexpected
results in another. Therefore, notions about the speed with which suc-
cessful school improvement can be accomplished, the specific actions
needed to achieve it, and even the shape that implemented change will
ultimately take may have to be altered along the way.

In summary, because the CBAM model is client-centered, it can
identify the special needs of individual users and enable the change
facilitator to provide vital assistance through appropriate actions. This
approach helps to maximize the prospects for successful school im-
prc.,,ement projects while minimizing the innovation-related frustrations

of individuals.

A Few More Observations about School Change

School change can have vastly different meanings to educators in
individual schools, districts, and countries. Indeed, we have observed
these differences across the constituent groups within a school commu
nity and certainly within a single country. One of our cross-national
observations has been the different meanings that the term "school
improvement" connotes. In Japan, for instance, school improvement
seems to be viewed as permeating all activities, focusing on steadily
becoming better, in all ways and in all things. School improvement is
perceived as "a way of life." The Swedish view is concerned with altering

the overall ethos and aims of the schools. In North America, however,
school improvement appears to be associated with specific, frequently
single-focused or single-subject curriculum initiatives introduced by lo-

cal school districts, with increasing input from the state level. Because
U.S. school improvement efforts have traditionally translated into the
adoption of such curriculum innovations, the CBAM work has ad-
dressed this topic, and this book contains useful insights into the pro-
cess.

A second observation that seems worthy of sharing involves the
issue of bottom-up versus top-down change strategies. The word "ver-
sus" reflects this issue and the typical bias that persons engaged in the
debate about these two different approaches express. We do not engage
in the debate except to observe that we have seen both aproaches work
successfully. Obviously a change or improvement endeavor that origi-
nates with a single teacher or small group of teachers, who believe in the

7
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change and persuade the entire faculty of the worthiness of the change,
has the advantage of a committed core of teachers.

When change begins at a higher levelat the principal's desk or in
the district's central officethere is a different kind of advantage: the
possibility for more change to occur more rapidly if appropriate kinds of

interventions are provided. We have seen both approaches result in
effective change and in improved practices in the classroom, school, and
school district. The important factor in all cases, whether at the single
teacher level or at the level of all teachers across a district is the support
and assistance provided to make the change. If properly facilitated, both
strategies can work.

An Overview of the Book

We have structured this book and developed its chapters in a way
that we hope is practical and provides the reader a clear sense of the
CBAM and its applications. We have chosen to thread the chapters
together by means of the story of Springdale School District, a district
that could be urban, suburban, or rural, and (with slight modifications)
be of any size. By using the story, we hope to make the messages of each
chapter more concrete and more relevant to the reader. Springdale does
not represent a specific school district, although it could; rather, it is a

composite of many schools and districts we have known. We considered
using a different school story for each chapter, but because some expla
nation of each school's cortext would be necessary, we decided to save
space by retaining the same school district throughout. We should note
that while some schools, such as Springda10, use the whole CBAM
model, most schools select those dimensions of the model they deem
most useful to their particular situation.

So that you might know in advance the hook's sequence or in case
you wish to jump and sample around, we offer here a brief description
of each of the chapters.

Chapter Two. The Various Forms of an Innovation. Innovation Configu-

rations (IC), one component of the CBAM, is a tool that can be used for
introducing change and monitoring its implementation. This tool
focuses on identifying and describing the various forms of an innovation
(or an "improvement" identified for implementation) that different
teachers adopt. Innovations are almost always altered by individual
teachers to fit the conditions and needs of their students and classrooms.
By using IC, innovation component checklists can be developed to
identify and describe the various operational patterns of innovations that
could be found in classrooms. Sample checklists are used to show how

8
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to apply this concept in introducing, communicating, and monitoring
implementation of a new school improvement practice.

Chapter Three. From the Teacher's Perspective. A primary diagnostic

concept that forms a basic tool of the CBAM is one that focuses on the

"concerns" that teachers experience during change efforts. These con-
cerns range from early self-concerns to task and ultimately affect con-
cerns about change. In chapter three, the seven Stages of Con nn are
introduced and explained. Illustrations of teachers' concerns are also
included. Readers are guided in how to identify Stages of Concern and
shown how to use this diagnostic tool in everyday practice.

Chapter Four. Use of an Innovation in Classrooms. A third diagnostic

tool comes from the concept of Levels of Use. These Levels of Use
portray the way teachers and others work with innovations or new
school improvement practices. Levels of Use can identify those teachers
who are actually employing the new practices efficiently, those who are

still experimenting with them, and those who have not yet started. The
eight levels are described and illustrated to give readers a basic under-
standing of the concept and how to assess Levels of Use as part of daily
interactions with teachers.

Chapter Five. The Role of Effective Change Facilitators. In this chapter

the emphasis is on "game planning" for an overall implementation
effort, based on an understanding of Stages of Concern, Levels of Use,
and Innovation Configurations. We describe how six functional areas of
interventions are provided by a team of change facilitators. Principals are
not the only players; others (such as teachers, internal resource persons,

and external support people) also play major roles. How these indi-
viduals work together to provide the necessary facilitation for those
involved in changing is the primary thrust of this chapter. It also demon-
strates uses of the ideas and techniques presented in previous chapters.

Finally, we present the CBAM's implications for school management

and policy development in a brief conclusion to this book that contains
important messages for all who are interested in educational innovation
and the improvement of schools.

For readers who appreciate graphic overviews of such models and
their parts, see Figure 1.1, which organizes the CBAM phenomena that
will be described in chapters two through five.

In Figure 1.1, note the position of the change facilitator (CF) in the
framework and this person's central importance. The CF is a major factor

in the CBAM model and is a person or persons who deliver actions
based on the needs of the individuals (denoted by "i" in the drawing) or
groups of individuals involved in change and improvement. Facilitators

have a resource system available to help individuals change. The re-

16
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Figure 1.1. The Concerns-Based Adoption Model
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sources may be rich or quite thin. Which resources and how and when
to use them is grounded in a "concerns-based diagnosis."

For the diagnosis, the CF uses various techniques for probing the
people involved in order to understand them and their needs; such
diagnosis can be accomplished through use of Stages of Concern, Levels
of Use, and Innovation Configurations. The hypothesis underlying the
CBAM model suggests that with diagnostic information the CF can make
decisions about how to use resources and provide interventions to
individuals to facilitate the school improvement process. This book will
show you how to be a change facilitator and how to make the model
work for you.

17
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2.

The Various
Forms of an
Innovation

In Springdale, Assistant Superintendent Jenkins believed it important for
all administrators to be knowledgeable about the new effective teaching program.
For this reason administrators would receive advance training before teachers
would be expected to use the program. She arranged to have program trainers
come to the district and conduct a training session for the entire central office

instrucrinal staff and all principals in the distil( t. Teachers received training
during the summer, and began using the /migrant in the fall.

By October, it became clear to Jenkins that many teachers were uncertain

about how the program was to be used. Teachers in one elementary school
complained that the new approach was too time consuming. that rest rue turtng all

their lesson plans into the new format was milting too much paperwork, and that
the approach was so structured that it was stifling their creativity. The secondary

coordinators reported that many high school teachers had not changed their
teaching practice because it was their iderstanding that they could choose
whether to use or not to use the program. Both the elementary and secondary

coordinators reported that teachers were upset when they received a classroom
visit because they thought only "weak" teachers were being targeted for visits and
were expected to use the program.

In fact, several teachers had mentioned that they thought the district was
penalizing the group for the shortcomings of a few by requiring everyone to

18
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attend the training session. Finally, Jenkins was especially distressed to hear that

one principal had told his faculty not to worry about the program, that the

teaching approach recommended was mostly common sense, and that good

teachers were already doing most of it anyway.

SPRINGDALE'S SITUATION ILLUSTRAI FS 11W COMMON LIFFICULTY IN

communicating to all teachers clear and consistent information about the

specific elements of a new program and expectations for its use. More-

over, even when clear information is shared with teachers, you, the
facilitator, will often find extensive variations in how teachers implement

a new program in their individual classrooms. For example, a new

reading program may consist of a textbook, a set of supplementary
materials, a record-keeping system, and a set of assessment tests. One

teacher may use all pieces of the program in exactly the ways the

inservice trainer suggested they be used. A second teacher may use the

textbook but not the supplementary materials, use some of the assess-

ment tests, and modify the record-keeping system. A third teacher may

use only the textbook.
It is important for a number of reasons for you as a facilitator to be

able to identify the specific ways in which teachers put a program into

operation. (You can help yourself in this task, and greatly improve

teachers' understanding of their tasks, by always communicating in
specific operational terms what the program is to look like in classroom

practice.) Once implementation is under way, you must be able to

identify exactly what specific teachers are doing with the program in
order to determine how best to assist them. For example, in the reading

program example described above, the teacher who is using only the

textbook needs a completely different type of assistance than the teacher

who is using all parts of the program. You will also need detailed

information about how the program is being implemented to be able to

report with confidence to parents, school board members, and others.

Finally, before you can consider student outcome data in an attempt to

answer the question of how well a certain program works, you must be

certain to what degree the program actually has 1 cen implemented. It is

impossible to determine whether a program has merit if, in fact, it has

been poorly or only partially implemented.

The Concept of Innovation Configurations

The concept of Innovation Configurations (Hall and Loucks 1981)
emerged from our research on the change process. In our studies, we
often attempted to answer the question, "How are teachers using X
Program?" It soon became obvious that we needed to address a prior
question: "What exactly is X program?"
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The Various Forms of an Innovation

Answering this question is not always as straightforward as it might
seem. Often educational programs are defined in terms of their at-
tributes, ultimate goals, or implementation requirements. One might
describe a new program in general terms such as "It's eesy to use," or
"It's been shown to increase student achievement," or "It's fun and
students enjoy it." Such statements may be helpful in some ways, but
they do riot help the teacher to know what to do with the program.

Describing a program in terms of its ultimate goals also offers little
help with the task of implementation. For example, an art program
might be intended to develop stronger relationships between teachers
and the local art museum, thus encouraging students to visit the mu-
seum and bring their parents. While teachers need to be aware of the
purpose of what they are doing, goals alone cannot tell them how to
implement the program in the classroom. Implementation requirements
are another common, but inadequate, way of describing programs. A
computer program might require that teachers attend four days of train-
ing and that each classroom be equipped with ten student terminals.
Again, these requirements are important, but do little to specify how the
program is to be operated.

While attributes, goals, and implementation requirements are
important, we believe it is critical to be able to talk about an educational
program in clear, operational terms. To be truly helpful to teachers, you
must be able to describe how a program will look in actual practice in the
classroom. This concern guided our research and led to the development
of the concept of Innovation Configurations.

Innovation Configurations (IC) represents the patterns of innovation
use that result when different teachers put innovations into operation in
their classrooms. In the course of our early work, we noted that indi-
vidual teachers (and professors) used different parts of an innovation in
different ways. When these parts were put together, a number of pat-
terns emerged, each characterizing a different use of the innovation. We
called these patterns Innovation Configurations. We developed a tool,
the IC component checklist (Heck, Stiegelbauer, Hall, and Loucks 1981),
for use in identifying the components, or parts, of an innovation and
variations in the use of each part. This procedure has helped to answer
the question "What is it?" Before we focus our attention on the checklist,
however, it is important to explain some of the basic terms we use in
talking about IC.

Terminology Related to IC

We use the term component to mean the major operational features or
parts of any innovation. With instructional innovations, component de-
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scriptions are usually based on materials, teacher behaviors, and student
activities. A simple example would be a continuous progress math
program with three components:

Component 1: Use of instructional materials

Component 2: Grouping of students
Component 3: Testing and use of test results

A language arts program might consist of the following four compo-

nents:

Component 1: Use of sequenced program objectives

Component 2: Use of program materials
Component 3: Use of prescribed writing process
Component 4: Student recording of writing progress

In some programs, those components that have been determined to

be essential to innovation use are designated as critical. Other, related
components are not considered essential to the innovation but are rec-

ommended by the developer or facilitator as "nice to have." Designation
of a component as critical or related can be done by a developer, change

facilitator, user, or evaluator, preferably through a consensus-reaching
process involving all these persons. Also, the designations may change

during the life cycle of the innovation. For example, in the case of the
continuous progress math program, the facilitator may decide that dur-

ing the first year of use, only component 1 (use of program materials) is
critical. In other words, teachers must use the program materials, but
they may choose to use or not to use components 2 and 3. As implemen-
tation progresses and teachers use component 1 successfully, however,
the other two components will be given attention and perhaps be desig-

nated as critical.
Within each component, there are a number of possible variations

that might be observed during implementation. Variations represent the
different ways in which a teacher can put a component into operation in
the classroom. Note the variations in each of the three components of the

continuous progress math program:

Component 1: Use of instructional materials

a. program materials only
b. program materials plus basic text

c. text only
d. teacher-made materials only

14
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Component 2: Grouping of students
a. large, heterogeneous group
b. large, homogeneous group
c. small groups
d. completely individualized

Component 3: Testing and use of test results

a. testing once every six weeks but nothing done with test results
b. testing weekly with test results fed back to students
c. student self-testing upon completing each objective

As we have mentioned, configurations are the operational patterns
of an innovation that result from implementation of different component

variations. In the example above one teacher of the continuous progress
math program might be teaching students as a large group using pro-
gram materials plus the basic text (component 1, variation b), with
testing done every six weeks but nothing done with test results (compo-
nent 3, variation a). "Component 1, variation b; component 2, variation
b; and component 3, variation a"; or "bba" represents this teacher's
configuration. Other combinations of component variations represent
other configurations. When configurations for a large number of teach-
ers have been identified, it is possible to determine the most common
ones and to identify the teachers who are using identical or similar
configurations and those who are not. Again, this information is helpful

in determining what types of assistance are most appropriate for specific
teachers.

Another term that often comes up in relation to IC is that of fidelity.
Often people assume that as developers of the IC concept, we must be
proponents of strict fidelity, expecting teachers to use a program exactly
as it was envisioned by an innovation developer. Actually, we do not take

a stand on the fidelity issue; that is, we do not propose that one particu-

lar configuration of use of an innovation is what all teachers should be
doing. We do, however, argue for the need for facilitators to be well
informed about how teachers are using a program, whatever their use
may be. It is up to the facilitators of each specific program to determine

what "ideal" practice is an I to determine how much variation from that
ideal is acceptable.

More about IC Component Checklists

As mentioned earlier, toe IC component checklist is a tool for
identifying specific components or parts of an innovation and the varia-
tions that might be expected ati the innovation is put into operation in
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classrooms or schools. An innovation-specific checklist should be devel-

oped for each program that is to be the focus of a school improvement
effort. Once you have developed the checklist, you can use it to intro-
duce the program and communicate how the components and variations
might be phased in for classroom use. Once implementation is under
way, you can use the checklist to monitor program progress by inter-
viewing teachers about their use of the program and their typical class-
room practice. During or immediately after each interview, you can
complete an IC component checklist for each teacher by circling the
number or letter of the variation that best describes that teacher's practice

within each component.
The IC component checklist ran be organized into various formats.

The simplest format is to pre; . the checklist in list or outline form,

much as the continuous progress math program checklist was organ-
ized. You can use this checklist by simply placing a check mark by the
appropriate variations. Another way of organizing the checklist is a left-

to-right format, with the variations of each component organized across
the page. Using this format, you can place the variation judged to be the
ideal or most acceptable variation of each component in the far left
column, with the other variations ranging in order of descending accept-

ability across the page so that the least desirable variation appears in the
far right column. An example of an IC component checklist organized in
the left-to-right format is shown in Figure 2.1. Note the use of the
vertical dotted and solid lines to indicate ideal, acceptable, and unaccept-
able practice. Variations to the left of the dotted line are considered ideal.

Variations located between the dotted and solid vertical lines are accept-
able, though not ideal, and variations to the right of the solid line are
unacceptable. This format provides a graphic picture of ideal or pre-
ferred practice, valuing some variations over others.

In constructing a checklist, you will find that there is no set number

of components that an innovation should have and no set number of
variations that a component should have. The number of components
will be determined by the major parts of the innovation. Most innova-
tions will have between three and eight major parts, although some
complex innovations will contain more. Variations within components
should represent meaningful differences in classroom practice and yet
not be so numerous as to make it difficult to identify patterns of use.
Generally, you will find three to five variations, although in some cases
only two variations will exist (as in the case when something is or is not

present). Occasionally you may identify more than five variations within

a component.
You can identify components of an innovation and variations within

components by reviewing written materials on the program and inter-
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Figure 2.1. Tittoring Program Checklist

1 Materials and Equipment

(1)

At least 5 different program
matenals are used with each
child each session

(2)

At least 3 different program
matenals are used with
each child each session

(3)

Fewer than 3 different

program materials are used
with each child each

session

'2 Diagnosis

(11

Children are diagnosed

individually using a
combination of tests and
teacher judgment

(2)

Children are diagnosed
individually using teacher
judgment only

13)

Children are not diagnosed
individually

3 RecordKeeping

(1)

Individual record sheet is used
to record diagnosis and
prescnotion

(2)

No individual record sheets
are used

'4 Use of Teaching
Technique

(I)

Continually readjusts task
according to child needs, uses
rewards to reinforce success

(2)

Does not continually

readjust task according to
child needs, does not use
rewards

5 Grouping

(I)

Children are taught in pairs

(2)

Children are not taught in
pairs

'6 Scheduling

(I)

Children are taught for 30
minutes 3 times per week
Each session is equally

divided between children

(2)

Children are taught for 30
minutes 3 limes per week,
lime for each child and each
task varies slightly when
necessary

13)

Children are not taught for
30 minutes per week 3
times per week, or time for
each child and each task
varies markedly or is not
considered

CODE Variations to the right are unacceptkole. variations to the left are acceptable

Variations to the left are ideal, as prescribed by the developer

' Denotes critical components

From Heck, Stiegelbauer, Hall, and Loucks 1981
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viewing the developer or some other authority on the program. From
this information a preliminary checklist (often in the form of a list or
outline) can be developed. This preliminary checklist can be useful in
communicating what the program is and clarifying expectations for its
use. If implementation is already under way when the preliminary
checklist is developed, you can use it to observe and interview a small
number of users to verify the initially identified components and varia-

tions and to identify others. Using the information gained through this
initial data-gathering activity, you (often in collaboration with the devel-
oper/program authority) can then revise and expand the checklist to
better reflect actual classroom practice. At this time, decisions are usu-
ally made about which variations are more desirable than others. The
revised checklist then can be used to interview a larger number of users

in different adopter sites, and further revisions can be made if necessary.

Constructing check lists is a complex task. One- and two-day work-

shops are available to train facilitators in developing skills in checklist
construction. Our intent here is to introduce you to the concept of IC,
the process of checklist development, and the application of the IC
component checklist in facilitating the implementation of educational
programs. For those of you who desire more in-depth information, we
have included references at the end of the book.

IC and the Springdale Effective Teaching Program

When Springdale's Assistant Superintendent Jenkins began to real-
ize that teachers felt uncertain about how the effective teaching program
was to be used, she met with the instructional coordinators and later
with school principals to discuss the matter. The discussions revealed
that while everyone seemed to have a general understanding of the
program, few people understood exactly what was expected of teachers
in their use of the program in daily classroom practice. Jenkins realized

that a large part of the confusion could have been avoided if she had
prepared an IC component checklist at the outset. Certainly at this time
it was important to develop an IC component checklist in order to
communicate expectations about the program and how it was to be
implemented.

Working with several of the instructional coordinators and the pro-
gram trainer who had provided training for the district, Jenkins devel-
oped a preliminary checklist. In mid-November, she used the checklist
to interview and observe a small sample of teachers. Using information

gained from these interviews, she and the instructional coordinators
made revisions, developing the checklist shown in Figure 2.2 (pp.
20-21). For the first year of implementation, they decided that compo-
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nent 2: selecting and stating objectives, component 3. explaining and
modeling, and component 5: providing guided practice, were most
important. (Note the asterisk on the checklist by these components,
indicating that they are considered critical.) When collecting IC data and

doing teacher observations, facilitators would focus most attention on
these components. Jenkins and her associates identified variations
within each component as ideal, acceptable, or unacceptable, to use as a
guideline on which to base their expectations for the first year of imple-
mentation. (Note the use of the dotted and solid vertical lines on the
checklist indicating ideal, acceptable, and unacceptable variations.) In
the second year of implementation they would focus more attention on
the remaining three components as well as on the initial three compo-
nents identified es critical during the first year.

In late November, copies of the checklist were shared with all
principals to communicate the district's expectations concerning imple-
mentation of the effective teaching program. The pnncipals decided to
meet with their teachers before the Christmas break, in departmental
and grade-level meetings, to discuss the program and explain the dis-
trict's expectations and priorities for the first year of implementation.
Prior to this meeting, principals were encouraged to collect information

about teacher concerns (more about this in chapter 3). Principals then
structured their meetings around the concerns and raised by
teachers. The principals reported that teachers found the meeting help-
ful and asked numerous questions about how much time they would
have before they would be expected to begin using the program and
how they would be evaluated on its use.

In January and February, instructional coordinators scheduled a
series of grade-level and subject-area meetings focused on the specific
components of the program identified as critical in year 1. selecting and
stating objectives, explaining lnd modeling, and providing guided prac-
tice. In March and April, teachers were provided opportunities to ob-
serve "veteran" teachers using the program in a neighboring school
district. A schedule was worked out in order to provide release time for
each teacher who wanted to participate iit this observation activity,
substitutes were hired to cover the classes teachers missed while observ-

ing. In May, the principals and instructional coordinators completed an
IC checklist on each teacher as one part of their assessment of the new
program's first year of implementation.

Display and Interpretation of IC Data

Springdale School District's use of an IC component checklist dem-
onstrates how IC can be used to help clarify a program in the initial

19
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Figure 2.2. Springdale Effective Teaching Program Checklist

Component I Using en Anticipatory Set

(I) (2)

Teacher typically uses an Teacher typically uses an

anticipatory set including the anticipatory set that includes

elements of review, preview. 1.2 appropriate elements

motivation. and direction

(3)

Teacher typically uses an

anticipatory set that consists
mainly of focusing attention

(4) (5)

Teacher seldom uses an Teacher never uses an

anticipatory set anticipatory sew

'Component 2 Selecting and Stating Objectives

(I) r (2)

Teacher typically uses an
objective that is relevant to
students and states it in
student terms

Teacher typically uses an

objective that is relevant to
students but seldom states
it

(3) (4) (5)

Teacher typically states Teacher seldom uses an Teacher never uses an

objectives, but not in student objective objective
terms

'Component 3 Explaining and Modeling

(1) I (2)

Teacher typically explains i Teacher typically explains so
and models so that students I Oat students understand but
see and understand I does not model

(3)

Teacher typically gives

explanations that are not on
the students level

27

(4)

Teacher typically makes

assignments with no
explanation or modeling



Component 4. Checking for fildarstanding

(1)

Teacher typically checks for
understanding and gives
immediate feedback after
each section of the lesson

(2)

Teacher occasionally checks
for understanding and gives
feedback during the lesson

(3)

Teacher typically checks for
understanding at the end of
the lessor and gives
feedback

(4) (5)

Teacher occasioraiiy checks Teacher typically assigns
ft:: understanding at the end work without checking for
of the lesson understanding

'Component 5 Providing Guided Practice

(1)

Teacher typically checks
wort as students practice

(2)

Teacher occasionally checks

(3) (4)

Teacher does not check Teacher typically does not
work as students practice work as students practice Provide practice lot students

'Component 6. Providing Independent Practice

(1)
I (2)

Teacher typically assigns

independent practice that is
appropnate for all students
in length and difficulty

Teacher typically assigns

indepsndent practice that is
appropnate for most

i students, but inappropriate
for a few

(3)

Teacher typically does not
provide for independent
practice

Variations to the right are unacceptable, variations to the left are acceptable
Variations to the left are ideal, as prestnbed by the developer

'Denotes critical component

Note This checklist is an integration of checklists focused on the Madelyn Hunter Effective Teaching Program developed by two North Carolina principals in the
'Even Champions Have Coaches Training Progr- (Draughon and Hord 1966)
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phases of implementation. IC can also be helpful in monitoring an
implementation effort in progress and in identifying innovation compo-
nents that may need attention Depending on the purpose for which the
data are to be used, IC data can be organized and displayed in a number

of ways. Two ways of organizing data that we have found to be especially

useful are by individual user and by innovation component. Let's use the

example of The Science Program (TSP) to demonstrate the utility of
organizing data in these two ways (Hall, Hord, Rutherford, Loucks,
Hu ling, and Heck 1982).

TSP is a second generation science curriculum based on the science

currculums developed in the '60s and the experiences of those who
have used them over the years. TSP places equal emphasis on learning
the basic principles and theories of science and learning to design,
conduct, and interpret scientific investigations. The program empha-
sizes students' working with materials, with the teacher serving in a
tutorial role. The program is divided into a series of units; each unit has a

theme that gradually emerges as the activities of the unit are covered. A

set of standardized TSP tests have been designed to assess achievement
in science content and science process. The IC component checklist for
TSP is shown in Figure 2.3.

To illustrate our approaches to organizing data, we will examine
hypothetical IC data collected from ten teachers in the program midway
through the first year of implementation. In Figure 2.4, the data from the

ten teachers are displayed by individual user. These data indicate tha
Teacher D appears to be the farthest along in use of the program, while
Teachers E and F show the least degree of implementation. Using this

information, a facilitator might ask Teacher D to assist other teachers
with their use of the program and investigate why Teachers E and F are
not using the program more. The facilitator then can provide person-
alized assistance to help them improve their use of the program. The
data also indicate that all teachers except Teachers A, B, and D could
henefit from assistance in how to balance the content/process emphasis

of the program, while Teachers B, E, and F need assistance focused on
student grouping.

Organizing and displaying IC data by individual user helps to reveal

what types of assistance would be most valuable to individual users.
Also, with data organized this way, it is possible to identify individuals

who are using identical or highly similar configurations of the program.
For example, Teachers H and J are using the exact same configuration of

the program; the configurations of Teachers G and I are also identical,
and are highly similar to those of Teachers 1-1 and J. Teachers E and F have

configurations highly similar to each other and probably could benefit
from similar types of assistance. Additional insights can be gained by
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Figure 2.3. (TSP) Science Program Configuration Checklist
'Component 1. Units Taught

(1)
1

(2) (3)

All units and most activities 1

Most units and activities are Some units are taughtIare taught I taught

(4) (5)

A few selected activities are No units or activities are
taught taught

'Component 2 Use of Materials

(1) I (2)

Students are constantly I Only the teacher and
manipulating science f selected students handle
materials I the materials most of the

I, time

(3)

Typically. the leacher ties
demonstrations and the
students watch

Component 3 Student Grouping

(I)

Students work individually I Students om kept in 3-5
and in small groups permanent groups

12)

t 4 Process/Conti nt Em. eats

(3)

The whole class is taught as
a group

(t) (2)
131 (4)

Science content and
science processes are
emphasized equally

'Component 5 Assessment

(1)

Science content is given
mayor emphasis

The processes of science
are given mayor emphesir,

(2)

All TSP assessment Some TSP tissessment
activities are used activities are used

131

Teach er.mado tests 11111

used on n regular basis

Memorization of facts and

lending about science are
emphasized

(4)

InitP era not given regulerty

Variations to the right are unacceptable. variations to the left are acceptable
Variations to the left are ideal, as prescribed by the developer 'Oenoles critical components
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Figure 2.4. Teachers Use of Each Component
by Variation Numbers

components

Thicher

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

1 Units

Taught

I

2 Use d
Matenals

2

3 Student

Grouping

2

4 Process

Content

Emphasis

1

5 Assessment

3

2 3 3 I 3

I I I 2_ 2

1 I I 1 1

5 3 2 3

4 2
_I_

3 4 4

2 2 2 2 3

2 2 2 3 3

2 2 2 2 3

2 2 2 3 3

examining the IC data by innovation component, as shown in Figure 2.5.

These data provide a more global overview of the implementation of TSP.

The chart indicates that, considering the short time implementation has

been under way, teacher use of the program is progressing well. Teach-

ers are teaching many of the units and activities and, in some cases,

Figure 2.5. Percentage of Teachers Using Each Variation of
Each Component

COmperant 1

Valle Taught

I 2 3 4 5

10% 10%

Component 2

Use of Matenals

I

20% 60% 20%

Component 3

Student Grouping

I 2

20% 50%

7

30%

4Component 4

ProcsisContent Emphasis

I 2

30% 30% 30% 10%

Components

Assessment

t 3 4

10% 10% 70% 10%
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students are being allowed to manipulate the program materials. Teach-
ers should be congratulated for their rapid progress with these aspects of
the program. However, the IC data indicate some problems with the
process/content emphasis of the program. There are also variations in
how teachers are grouping students. The IC data, reorganized by inno-
vation component, can provide insight into the parts of the program on
which facilitators should focus. in this case, it appears that facilitators
need to focus on helping teachers begin to use TSP tests and encourage
the equal emphasis of content and process. The data indicate that using
inservice sessions to reemphasize the use of units, activities, and mate-
rials probably would not be the best approach. Rather, Teachers E and F,
who most need this type of assistance, should receive personalized
attention.

Summary

In this chapter we have discussed the concept of Innovation Config-
urations (IC) and its application in school improvement. IC represents
the different ways individual users implement an innovation in their
own settings. It is important for you as a change facilitator to be able to
identify the specific ways teachers are using a program so that you can
make informed decisions about how to offer support and assistance. The
concept of IC is particularly useful in helping to clarify and communicate

expectations related to the use of an innovation during the initial imple-
mentation phase and in monitoring implementation in progress to iden-
tify the individuals and parts of the program that require the facilitator's
attention.

The IC component checklist is a tool for summanzing the descrip-
tions of identified component parts of an innovation and the variations
in how parts are put to use. In some programs some components are
considered critical while others are considered related. A critical compo-
nent is one that must be used if the innovation is to be considered
implemented, while a related component is not considered essential to
the innovation, but is recommended by the developer or facilitator.
Critical components are designated on the checklist with an asterisk (*).

A variety of IC component checklist formats can be used, but organ-
izing the checklist in a left-to-right format, with the variations of each
component organized across the page, has the advantage of graphically
displaying those variations valued over others. The ideal or more accept-
able variation of the component is displayed in the far left column, with
the other variations ranging in order of descending acceptability across
the page. Ideal or most acceptable practice is placed to the left of a dotted
line; a solid vertical line is used to indicate unacceptable practice, placed
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to the right of the line. Variations located between the dotted and solid
vertical lines are acceptable, though not ideal.

IC data can be displayed and used in a number of ways. Two
particularly useful ways of organizing data are by individual user and by

innovation component. When IC data are organized by individual user,

it is possible to identify what types of assistance would be most valuable

to specific persons. When IC data are organized by innovation compo-
nent, it is possible to identify the parts of the program that are being
used most successfully and those that require additional time and atten-

tion from the facilitator.
IC can be used for purposes of formative evaluation, to help pin-

point areas in need of attention, and to help facilitators decide how best

to intervene. IC is also useful in summative evaluation, it addresses the

question of how well a program has been implemented and thus helps
evaluators decide how much confidence to place in the outcome data. If a

program has been implemented to a high degree, facilitators usually can
be confident that their outcome measures are a fair reflection of the
program's success or failure. On the other hand, if the program has not
been implemented acceptably, outcome data cannot fairly reflect a pro-

gram's potential.
Innovation Configurations is a useful concept for change facilitators.

Understanding how individuals are implementing a specific program
provides you, the CF, with information for designing appropriate sup-
port and assistance. Used in combination with the other diagnostic
dimensions of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model, Innovation Config-

urations can make a substantial difference in the school improvement
process.

Frequently Asked Questions Related to IC

Q: Is it better to collect IC data through observations or interviews?

A: When collecting IC data, the more information the facilitator has

the better. Ideally, the facilitator should visit with the teacher about the
program several times and observe the teacher's classroom use of the
program a number of times. We feel it is essential that an interview be
conducted so that the facilitator can talk with the teacher about typical

practice. A small number of observations is not sufficient to assess
typical practice.

Q. If an interview is used, how can you be mire the leather will be truthful

about his or her use of the program)

A: The quality of IC data collected will depend on the rapport that
the facilitator can establish with the teacher The teacher must be made
to feel that the facilitator honestly wants to be helpful, and that the visit
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is for purposes of collecting information about the program, not about
the individual. A good place to start is for the facilitator to explain to the
teacher that he or she is interested in the teacher's experience with the
new program. The facilitator should then explain that the purpose of
gathering information is to pinpoint where teacl, 'rs stand with the
program in order to be able to decide what types of assistance teachers
will find most helpful. The focus should be on the innovation/program,
not the teacher.

Q: Can you ask teachers to complete their own IC component checklist in
order to save the facilitator's time?

A: That depends. When teachers are given a copy of an IC compo-
nent checklist, they usually draw conclusions about what ideal or most
acceptable practice should be even if it is not marked on the instrument.
In this situation, it is difficult for teachers to indicate on the checklist that
their practice is less than ideal, perhaps even unacceptable. For this
reason, we strongly recommend that IC data be gathered via person-to-

person discussion. On the other hand, if the CF has previously estab-
lished a helping relationship with teachers and they understand the
supportive nature of the instrument's use, reliable data may be obtained
from a written questionnaire. If IC data are to be gathered through a
paper-and-pencil measure, questions should be formulated so that
teachers can respond freely about their typical classroom practice with-
out feeling the pressure of having to compare their practice to an ideal
standard. The facilitator could then complete the checklist using the
information the teacher has provided.
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3.

From the
Teacher's
Perspective

When Sprgdak's Julia Jenkins became aware of teacher ucertainties about

how the program was to be used, she visited the school:, and talked with teachers

about the program She was somewhat disappointed that most teachers did not

comment more about how the program was serving students. Instead, the
teachers had questions about whether written lesson plans were required and, if

so, in what format, and when and how they would be evaluated in the teacher

appraisal system They were concerned about how to balance reteachmg tasks

with the need to cover all the objectives designated for their specific grade level or
discipline.

A CENTRAL AND MAJOR PREMISE OF THE CBAM IS THAT THE SINGLE

most important factor in any change process is the people who will be
most affected by the change. Certainly, the innovation itself and the
organization into which it is to be incorporated are important variables,

but they are secondary in importance to the people who are the in-
tended innovation users.

The importance of focusing on people can be seen in the Springdale

situation. When Julia Jenkins visited schools to talk to teachers about the

new effective teaching program, she was surprised and disappointed by
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the teachers' comments and questions. The teat hers expressed personal

or self-concerns (how would they be evaluated) and task, or manage-
ment, concerns (balancing reteaching with the need to cover all objec-
tives). Informational concerns were also voiced (we need to know what is
expected of us regarding lesson plans).

Jenkins was disappointed because she expected the teachers to talk
to her about the effects or impact of innovation on students, and they did
not do so.

At this point, a tempting option for Jenkins might be to try to
"correct" the problem she perceives by recommending additional inser-
vice training for teachers. Suppose that additional inservice is planned,
and it is designed to emphasize how effective the innovation has been in
other school districts and how it can be equally effective in the Spring-

dale schools. Teachers might also be encouraged to find ways to evaluate

the effects of the program on studepts How do you think the teachers
will respond to this type of inservice delivered at this time, just several

months into the implementation effort? Our answer to this question is
presented in this chapter.

Vividly reflected in this illustration from Springdale is the fact that
when engaged in any change process, teachers will have specific and
individualistic concerns about the change and their involvement in it.
Concerns refer to the feelings, thoughts, and reactions individuals have

about a new program or innovation that touches their lives. Being con-
cerned about change is universal, even though the nature of the con-
cerns varies from person to person Concerns exert a powerful influence

on the implementation of a change, and they determine the kinds of
assistance that tew:hers find useful

Stages of Concern

The Stages of Concern (SoC) dimension of the CBAM focuses on the

concerns of individuals involved in change (Hall 1979). Research has
identified seven kinds of concerns that users, or potential users, of an
innovation may have. These concerns are organized in the model as
Stages of Concern (Figure 3.1). While the seven Stages of Concern are
distinctive, they are not mutually exclusive. An individual is likely to
have some degree of concern at all stages at any given time, yet our
studies have documented that the stage or stages where concerns are
more (and less) intense will vary as the implementation of change
progresses. These variations in intensity mark the developmental nature

of individual concerns. The developmental nature of concerns is further
reflected in the three dimensionsself, task, and impact into which
the seven stages may be grouped (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1. Stages of Concern: Typical Expressions of Concern
about the Innovation
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6 Refocusing

5 Collaboration

4 Consequence

I have some ideas about something that would work even
beder

I am concerned about relating what I am doing with what
other instructors are doing
How ts my use effecting kids?

3 Management I seem to be spending all my time getting material ready

2 Personal
I Informational

0 Awareness

How will using rt affect me?

I would like to know more about rt

I am not concerned about d (the innovation)

When a change effort is in its early stages, teachers are very likely to
have self-concerns (stage 1, informational; stage 2, personal). They will
want to know more about the innovationwhat it is and how it is similar
to and different from what they already are doing. Teachers may also
want to know when the new program will begin, the kind of preparation

they will receive, the source of the new program, who is endorsing it
and why, and how it is supposed to work.

Personal concerns are also likely to be intense during this time,
although they may not be expressed as openly as informational con-
cerns. The teachers who asked Julia Jenkins how they would be evalu-
ated in the new program were expressing personal concerns. Teachers
may also be concerned about their ability to execute the new program as

expected and about making mistakes that would make them look
foolish. Another way teachers express personal concerns about a change
is to characterize the innovation as nothing new, but as something they
have always done or used to do. With this conviction, they may convince
themselves they really do not have to change.

Task concerns (stage 3, management) typically become more in-
tense as final preparations are made for beginning use of an innovation
and during the early period of use. Jenkins's teachers who wanted to
know how to balance the need to reteach with the need to cover all
objectives were expressing management concernshow do we get the
time to do this, and how do we arrange to have different students doing

different things at the same time? Expressions related to the manage-
ment of time are common when concerns at this stage are intense.
Teachers who say they are staying just one day ahead of the students or
that they are having problems getting necessary teaching materials
ready and organized are also expressing management concerns.
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When teachers' most intense concerns are about the effects of an
innovation on students and what can be done to improve the effective-
ness of the program, they have reached the impact level. Stages 4
(consequence), 5 (collaboration), and 6 (refocusing) compose the impact

dimension. Many teachers will never have intense concerns at stages 5
or 6. Stage 5 pertains to concerns about collaborating with others to
improve the outcomes of an innovation, and for those teachers who have

no opportunity or need for collaboration this concern may never
emerge. WI,0n teachers have used an innovation with efficiency for
some time they y become concerned about finding even better ways
to reach and teach students. Only a few teachers have these types of
concerns, but when they do, these concerns are indicative of stage 6
(refocusing).

Developmental Nature of Concerns

While concerns about a change typically progress through the
stages in a developmental manner, the progression is not absolute and
certainly does not happen to each person in a like manner. Everyone will

not move through the stages at the same pace nor have the same
intensity of concern at the various stages. It is most probable that
concerns will develop in a wave pattern. That is, self-concerns will
most intense early in the change process and abate with time, and task
or management concerns will rise Only after management concerns
have been reduced in intensity can impact concerns be expected to
intensify. The pattern and intensity of concerns people expenence dur-
ing a period of change are directly affected by the nature of the change
and the kind and, especially, the amount of assistance provided. The
effective teaching program being implemented in the Springdale schools

might be considered a complex innovation. As noted in chapter 2, the
program has several components, and many teachers will be required to
make a number of changes in their classroom procedures. This innova-

tion will affect concerns more markedly than would a simpler change
that would have little or no direct effect on teaching practices. The more

complex an innovation, the greater the need for skilled facilitation of the
change, facilitation that carefully attends to the concerns of teachers.
More will be said later about facilitating change.

Procedures for Assessing Concerns

Three procedures may be used to determine concerns The most
practical is face-to-face conversation. This works best if the conversation
is an informal talk rather than a formal, scheduled conference. Dunng
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the conversation, the facilitator should ask questions that stimulate the
teacher to express feelings and concerns. In the Springdale district, a

useful question would be, "How are you feeling about the teaching
affectiveness program?" Or you might ask for reactions to specific as-

pects of the program, such as the new approach to planning or the step-
by-step procedure for teaching. Responses to each of these questions
may cue additional questions.

Asking appropriate questions in an informal, relaxed manner is the
first key to successfully using one-to-one conversations. A second re-

quirement is that the questioner be a good listen( and this means
several things: after asking a question, allow respondents time to say all
they wish without interruption; do not try to direct the responses or to
"put words in their mouths"; give respondents evidence that you really
are listening (this can be done by asking elaborative questions or by
restating certain statements to ensure clarity of understanding), finally,
listen to the whole response and try to avoid selective listening.

A third requirement in this procedure is to be able to analyze the
content of the response for the concerns being expressed. When analyz-

ing the content, be sure to consider the entire response, not just part of
it. Suppose a teacher states, "The program is not working very well with

my classes because I just don't have time to develop the materials I
need." The first portion of the statement might indicate that the teacher

is expressing concerns about the impact of the program on students
(stage 4, consequence). When the second portion of the statement is
considered, however, it becomes apparent that the teacher's concerns are
really focused on time and materials (stage 3, management).

A second procedure that can be used for determining concerns is
the open-ended statement (New love and Hall 1976). This procedure is

more formal than the conversational approach described above and is
not ordinarily used with one person. It is more appropriate for soliciting

information from groups. With this technique, individuals are asked to
write complete sentences to answer a question such as, "When you
think about , what are you concerned about'" In the
Springdale district, "the effective teaching program" could be inserted in
the blank, or any other phrases representing areas in which the facili-
tator may wish to gain information. Respondents should be encouraged

to answer in complete sentences so as to provide enough information for

accurate analysis As a rule, brevity of response is not a problem, in fact
it is not uncommon to get paragraphs.

When analyzing written statements, we recommend that each sen-
tence be considered separately (when there is more than one sentence)
and then that all sentences be considered collectively. The following
examples offer a guide to analyzing open-ended statements.
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(1) Almost every night I wonder if I'll be able to locate and organize the
material I will be using the next day (2) I can't yet prevent surprises that cause a
lot of wasted time (3) I am not yet able to anticipate what things I will need to
requisition for next week.

Sentence 1 indicates the teacher's concern about materials and their

organization, which are management concerns (stage 3). Concern about
wasted time (sentence 2) is another expression of management concerns.

Finally, sentence 3 also reflects management concerns. Collectively,
these sentences show that this person's greatest concern is managing the

innovation. Pinpointing concerns is not always so clear cut, as can be
seen in the following paragraph.

(1) I seem to spend most of my time giving and scoring the criterion tests.
(2) I would like to observe some other teachers to see how they handle this
problem. (3) At times I feel that I must be a poor teacher.

Management of time (stage 3) is clearly the concern expressed in the
first sentence. In the second sentence the teacher is asking for more
information (stage 1) that would respond to that management concern.
The third sentence is an expression of personal concern (stage 2). In
cases like this, when more than one stage of concern is expressed, the
collective analysis is straightforward: the individual's greatest concerns
are at stages 1, 2, and 3. Do not average stages 1, 2, and 3 to arrive at a
single average stage.

Several notes of caution should be heeded when using either one-
to-one conferences or open-ended statements. In both cases, people will
express only those feelings that are of greatest concern to them. They
will also have concerns at the other stages, even though not expressed,
and this should not be ignored when responding to their concerns.
Secondly, both procedures provide only limited information upon which
to base a determination. While the procedures are reliable enough for
clinical work, they should not be considered infallible or used for re-

search or evaluation. In addition, information obtained through routine

interactions with teachers may be used x) enrich these data. Finally,
remember that concerns are not fixed, they do change, so they should be
periodicai:y reassessed.

A third procedure for assessing concerns is the Stages of Concern
Questionnaire (SoCQ) (Hall, George, and Rutherford 1979). The SoCQ is
a 35-item paper-and-pencil measure that typically requires only 10-15
minutes to complete. Scoring can be done by hand or via computer. (An
example of the SoCQ and the hand-scoring instrument are included at
the end of this chapter.) Because of its formal nature, the SoCQ is most
often used with groups when research or program evaluation is being
conducted, but a facilitator certainly can use it to assess the concerns of a
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school faculty or another subgroup within the school. Julia Jenkins could
have used it to get a clear picture of the concerns of Springdale teachers

about the effective teaching program.

The SoCQ has several strengths. One is its accuracy of assessment.

The instrument was developed through extensive research that has
assured its validity and reliability. Beyond that, it identifies concerns by
quantitative scores for each stage, eliminating the need for inferring
concerns from verbal or written statements. A second major strength of

the questionnaire is the completeness of the data it provides. For each
individual, a profile is developed (this can be done by computer or by
hand). This profile shows the intensity level on each of the seven stages

thereby presenting a useful pattern of concerns (see Figure 3.2). When a
facilitator is using concerns as a guide to action, it may be useful to know

a person's low, mid-range, and most intense concerns.

Another strength of the SoCQ is its versatility. It can be reliably
administered to the same persons several times dunng the course of a
year. When this is done, a profile can be computer generated that not
only shows current concerns but any changes that have occurred in the
pattern of concerns from one administration to the next. For the facili-
tz r Jr who is targeting assistance in response to concerns, this pattern of

clwmges offers insights into the effectiveness of those actions.

Profiles for groups, rather than individuals, also can be developed
from the SoCQ. As is always the case when developing group averages,

individual differences are screened out, but there are still times when a
group profile can be useful. For example, Jenkins could find it very
useful to have a concerns profile for each school in the Springdale
district.

Interpreting Concerns

When learning and trying to apply anything new, there is no sub-
stitute for experience and training. So it is with concerns and other
components of the CBAM model. The information presented here is
intended to launch you on a journey toward excellence through under-

standing and addressing concerns, but special training may be neces-
sary to use Stages of Concern to their full potential.

Several profiles resulting from the SoCQ are presented below and
discussed. Skill in analyzing SoCQ profiles is valuable in and of itself,
but it also greatly enriches one's skill in understanding information
gained from one-to-one conversation and open-ended concerns state-
ments.

Probably the most readily identified and commonly found concerns

profile is that of the nonuser, the individual who has not begun using an
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innovation. In the research that has been done to date using the Stages of

Concern Questionnaire, the nonuser concerns profile stands out most
clearly and consistently. Nonusers' concerns are normally highest on
stages 0, 1, and 2, and lowest on stages 4, 5, and 6. There is some
variation in the intensity of these concerns depending on the innovation
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and the setting where it is being implemented, but the general shape of
the pattern is plotted in Figure 3.2.

The profile illustrated in Figure 3.2 is that of an interested person
who is somewhat aware of and concerned about the innovation (stage 0)

and is interested in learning more about the innovation from a positive,
proactive perspective (stage 1 slightly higher than stage 2). The person

does not have a great deal of management concern (medium intensity
stage 3) and is not intensely concerned about the innovation's conse-
quences for students (low stages 4 and 5). The low, tailing-off stage 6
score suggests that the person does not have other ideas that would
compete with the innovation. The overall profile reflects a person who
wants additional information about the innovation but also has some
fairly intense personal concerns about its potential use.

In contrast to the first profile, Figure 3.3 depicts various degrees of
doubt and potential resistance to the innovation. This can be clearly
identified in what is referred to as the "one/two split." When stage 2
concerns are equal to or more intense than the stage 1 concerns, the
innovation is perceived much differently than in the previous illustra-
tion. In general, when such a "negative one/two split" occurs, personal
concerns (stage 2) override concerns about learning more about the
innovation (stage 1). The individual is much more concerned about
personal well-being in relation to the change than about learning more of

a substantive nature about the innovation. For individuals in this situa-
tion, stage 2 concerns normally have to be reduced before they can look
at a proposed innovation objectively and begin to receive and use infor-

mation about it.

Single-Peak Profiles

The most common concerns profiles have a single peak at either
stage 3, 4, 5, or 6. People with such profiles are almost always involved
in using the innovation. In general, profile interpretations can be based
heavily upon the definition of the stage that has the highest score. In
many cases, the second highest score will be quite a bit lower than the
highest stage score. If the second highest score is more than 20 percen-
tile points below the highest, it normally does not account for many of
the intense concerns of the respondent If certain stage scores are dra-
matically low, they indicate areas where people are reporting minimal or

no concerns.
In Figure 3.4, for example, management (stage 3) concerns are

relatively intense. The respondent is indicating high concern about time,

logistics, or other managerial problems related to the innovation. The
respondent is also somewhat concerned about the consequences of the
innovation (stage 4), but not concerned about working with others (low
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stage 5). No intense personal concerns about the innovation (low stage 2)
are evident.

Multiple-Peak Profiles

Multiple-peak profiles are not easy to interpret, but some combina-

tions are reasonably straightforward. Figure 3.5 presents one of these
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combinations: high concerns on stage 3 (management) and stage 6
(refocusing). This kind of profile signals the need for immediate atten-
tion by the change facilitator. The high stage 3 concerns indicate the
person is having difficulty doing what is required by the innovation.
High refocusing concerns (stage 6) indicate the person has ideas about
improvements on the innovation. Most often, what the person thinks
would be better is a return to old practices. Unless something changes,

Figure 3.4. SoCO Profile C
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this person will probably abandon the innovation and go back to more
comfortable old practices.

Two other multiple-peak profiles that occur with some frequency are
seen in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. The person represented in Figure 3.6 also
has high management concerns (stage 3), but these are accompanied by

high informational concerns (stage 1). This person is probably in search

Figure 3.5. SoCO Profile D
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of information that will aid in managing the innovation and making it

work more efficiently.
Figure 3.7 reflects a person who is concerned about how the innova-

tion is affecting students (high consequence concerns). The low intensity

of concerns on stages 2 and 3 suggests this person feels secure in using
the innovation. This person also has high refocusing concerns (stage 6),
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but when these are coupled with high consequence concerns, the maior
concerns are usually about making changes that will benefit students
rather than making changes to make teaching life easier (as is the case for
the person represented in Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.7. SoCQ Profile F
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General Principles of Concerns

Concerns can be a highly effective guide to actions that school
leaders or others might take to facilitate the implementation of change
Before offering specific suggestions of how this might be done, it is
necessary to establish some general principles.

There is nothing inherently good or bad about a particular stage or
pattern of concerns. As an analogy, a chronological age of 16 years is not
necessarily better or worse than an age of 6 or 26. But we do not interact
with a teenager in the same way as with a 6- or 26-year-old. So it should
be with concerns. Our interactions with a person who has high personal
concerns may be quite different from those with someone with high
consequence concerns, but neither person or Stage of Concern is better
or worse than the other.

The developmental and interactive nature of concerns is real and
must not be ignored. For example, individuals who have high personal
concerns will have little or no receptivity to assistance that is directed
toward management or impact concerns unless they find in that kind of
assistance something that responds to their personal concerns. In
Springdale, had Julia Jenkins arranged for inservice training that
focused on the impact of the innovation for teachers who had task and
self-concerns, it would have been of little or no value. In fact, that kind of
inservice could intensify personal concerns by confronting teachers with
increased expectations. Once personal concerns have been reduced, it is
highly probable management concerns will become the highest. Only
after these management concerns are reduced will impact concerns
elevate, although it is possible, but rare, that one could move from self-
concerns to impact concerns.

Movement through the stages of concern cannot be forced, but,
with appropriate support and assistance, it can be aided. At the same
time, a lack of assistance or the wrong kind of support can interfere with
developmental changes in concerns. Concerns are not fixed. In addition
to changing developmentally, they will recycle in response to each new
innovation or even to phases of an incremental innovation. However, an
individual's pattern of concerns in relation to one innovation may vary
greatly from the same person's pattern regarding another innovation.

Concerns do not exist in a vacuum. Concerns are influenced by
participants' feelings about an innovation, by their perception of their
ability to use it, by the setting in which the change occurs, by the
number of other changes in which they are involved and, most of all, by
the kind of support and assistance they receive as they attempt to
implement change.
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Concerns and the Facilitation of Change

A first step in using concerns to guide interventions is to know what

concerns the individuals have, especially their most intense concerns.
The second step is to deliver interventions that might respond to those
concerns. Unfortunately, there is no absolute set of universal prescrip-
tions, but the following suggestions offer examples of interventions that

might be useful.

Stage 0 Awareness Concerns

a. If possible, involve teachers in discussions and decisions about

the innovation and its implementation
b. Share enough information !o arouse interest, but not so much

that it overwhelms.
c. Acknowledge that a lack of awareness is expected and reason-

able, and that no questions about the innmation are foolish
d. Encourage unaware persons to talk with colleagues who know

about the innovation
e. Take steps to minimize gossip and inaccurate shanng of informa-

tion about the innovation

Stage 1Informational Concerns

a. Provide clear and accurate information about the innovation.
b. Use a variety of ways to share informationverbally, in writing,

and through any available media. Communicate with individuals and
with small and large groups.

c. Have persons who have used the innovation in other settings
visit with your teachers. Visits to user schools could also be arranged.

d. Help teachers see how the innovation relates to their current
practices, both in regard to similarities and differences.

e. Be enthusiastic and enhance the visibility of others who are
excited.

Stage 2Personal Concern:.
a. Legitimize the existent: and expression of personal concerns.

Knowing these concerns are common and that others ha% e them can be

comforting.
b. Use personal notes and consersations to pros ide encouragement

and reinforce person& adequacy
c. Connect these teachers with others v. hose personal concerns

have diminished and who will be supportive
d. Show how the innovation can be implemented sequentially

rather than in one big leap. It is important to establish expectations that
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are attainable.

e Do not push innovation use, but encourage and support it while
maintaining expectations.

Stage 3Management Concerns
a Clarify the steps and components of the innovation Information

from innovation configurations will be helpful here.
b. Provide answers that address the small specific "how-to" issues

that are so often the cause of management concerns

c. Demonstrate exact and practical solutions to the logistical prob-
lems that contribute to these concerns.

d. Help teachers sequence specific activities and set timelines for
their accomplishments.

e. Attend to the immediate demands of the innovation, not what
will be or could be in the future

Stage 4Consequence Concerns

a. Provide these individuals with opportunities to visit other set-
rings where the innovation is in use and to attend conferences on the
topic.

b Don't overlook these individuals. Give them positive feedback
and needed support.

c. Find opportunities for these persons to share their skills with
others.

d. Share with these persons information pertaining to the innova-
tion.

Stage 5Collaboration Concerns
a Provide these individuals with opportunities to develop those

skills necessary for working collaboratively.

b Bring together those persons, both within and outside the
school, who are interested in collaboration.

c Help the collaborators establish reasonable expectations and
guidelines for the collaborative effort.

d Use these persons to provide technical assistance to others who
need assistance.

e Encourage the collaborators, but don't attempt to force collabora-
tion on those who are not interested.

Stage 6Refocusing Concerns
a Respect and encourage the interest these persons have for find-

ing a better way.

b Help these individuals channel their ideas and energies in ways
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that will be productive rather than counterproductive.
c. Encourage these individuals to act on their concerns for program

improvement.

d. Help these persons access the resources they may need to refine
their ideas and put them into practice.

e. Be aware of and willing to accept the fact the these persons may

replace or significantly modify the existing innovations
Individuals do have concerns about change, and these concerns will

have a powerful influence on the implementation of change. The CBAM

offers several easy ways to identify these concerns. It is up to those who

guide change to identify concerns, interpret them, and then act on
them.

Questions Often Asked about Concerns

Q: Is it possible that a person of a particular "personality type" is likely to

remain at one particular stage?

A: This is highly unlikely. The nature of an innovation and the
demands it places on users have a much greater influence on individuals

than does their personality type. Personality type hiay influence the
intensity of people's concerns but will not prevent them from experienc-

ing the typical Stages of Concern.

Q: Is SoC linear or cyclic?

A. With regard to a specific innovation, individuals will typically
move through the stages in a linear manner, at least up to a point. For
example, many users never have intense concerns about collaboration
and refocusing. It is not uncommon, however, for concerns to recycle to

some extent. For example, individuals with high management concerns
that go unresolved may develop intense personal concerns Concerns
will recvcle, of course, with each innovation.

Q: Is it valid to assume a person "wants to move" to a higher Stage of

Concern?

A: No it isn't. One of the responsibilities of a facilitator is to afouse
higher Stages of Concern while responding to existing stages. For exam-

ple, individuals at the awareness stage may never have informational
concerns unless something is done to prompt them. Individuals who
have intense concerns at stage 2 (personal) or stage 3 (management) will

be uncomfortable with an innovation and want to change their situation,
but they could do this by ignoring the innovation and not being con-
cerned about it. Effective facilitators are needed to help these people
resolve their concerns and advance to consequence concerns.
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Q: How can I get the SoCQ?

A: The questionnaire is included here, beginning on the following
page. It is also found in the Manual for the Use of the SoC Questtonnatre.

The citation for this manual, (Hall, George, and Rutherford 1979) can be
found in the list of references at the end of this book. Information about
the manual may be obtained from the Southwest Educational Develop-
ment Laboratory as noted at the beginning of the reference list.

Directions for Using the SoCQ Quick Scoring Device

Developed by Eddie W Parker and Teresa H Gem

The Stages of Concern Quesbonnaire (SoCO). on pages 48-49. contains 35 items The scoring of the
SoCO requires a series of operations which result in an SoCO profile

frutrucbons

The following steps have been canned out on the attached Quick Scoring Device pages 50-51 for subject
number 0001. using this sutlects responses on the SoCO
Step I In the box labeled A. fill on the dentdying informabon taken from the cover sheet of the SoC

Questionnaire

Step 2 Copy the nurnencal values of the circled responses to statements t through 18 in the numbered
blanks in the Table labeled B Note that the numbered blanks in Table B are not in consecutive
order

Step 3 Box C contains the Raw Scale Score Total for each stage (0-6) Take each of the seven columns
(0-6) in Table B. add the numbers within each column. and oiler the sum for each column 10-61
in the appropriate blank in Box C Each of these seven Raw Score Totals is a number between 0
and 35

SoCQ Quick Scoring Device

A Identifying Information

_J

0 Percentile Table

B Raw Scale Scores 135 Items)

C Raw Score Totals (Stages 0-61

FPercentile Scores (Stages 0-6)

F SoC Profile

Step 4 'Jae 0 contains the percentile scores for each Stage of Con ern Find the Raw Scale Score Total
for Stage 0 from Box C (-5" in the example). locate this number (-51 in the left -hand column in
Table 0. then lock in The Stago 0 column to the nght in Table 0 and circle that percentile ranking
1'53' in the example). Do the same for Stages 1 through 6

Step S Transcribe the circled percentile scores for each stage (0-6) from Table 0 to Box E Box E now
contains seven numbers oetween 0 and 99

Step 6 Box F contains the SoC graph From Box E. take the percentile score for Stage 0 ("53' in the
example) and mark that pant with a dot on the Stage 0 vertical line on the SoC graph Do the
same for Stages I through 6 Connect the pants to formrm the SoC profile

For interpretation of the SoC profile. refer to Hall. George. and Rutherford (1979). The SoCO nu
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Concerns Questionnaire

Name

In order to identify these data, please give us the last four digits of your Social Security number

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine what people who are using or thinking about using

various programs are concerned about at various times cluing the innovation adoption process The !toms
were developed from typical responses of school and college teachers who ranged from no knowledge at
all about venous programs to many years experience in using them Therefore a good part of the items on
this questionnaire may appear to be of little relevance or irrelevant to you at tis time For the completely
irrelevant items. please cycle "0" on the scale Other items will represent those concerns you do have, in

varying degrees of intensity, end should be marked higher on the scale For example

This statement is very true to me at this time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

This statement is somewhat true of me now 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

This statement a not at all true of of me at this time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

This statement seems irrelevant to me 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Please respond to the Items in terms of your present concerns o. tow you feel about your involvement or
potential involvement with (please specify the innovation We do not hold to any
one definition of this program, so please think of it in terms of your own perceptions of what it involves
Remember to nw:pond to each item in terms of your present concerns about your involvement or potential
inw:Mment with the stove named innovation

Thank you for taking time to complete this task

0 I 2 3 4

irrelevant Nut true Somewhat true

of me now of me now

1 I am concerned about itudenteatetudes toward this 0 1

innovation

2 I now know of some other approaches that might 0 1

work better

3 I don t even know what the innovation is 0 1

4 I am concerned about not having enough time to 0 I

organize myself each day

5 I would like to help other faculty in their use of the 0 I

innovation

6 I have a very limited knowledge about the innovation 0 1

7 I would like to know the effect of reorganization on 0 1

my professional status

8 I am concerned about conflict between my interests 0 1

and my responsibilities

9 I am concerned about revising my use of the 0 1

innovation

10 I would like to develop working relationships with 0 I

both our faculty and outside faculty using this
innovation

1 I am concerned about how the innovation affeicts 0 1

students

12 I am not concerned about this innovation 0 1

54

5 6

Very true

7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7



W

13 I would like to know who will mane the decisions in
the new system

14 I would like to discuso the possibility of using the
innovation

15 I would like to know what resources are available rf
we decide to adopt this innovation

16 I am concerned about my inability to manage all the
innovation requires

17 I would like to know how my teaching or

administrabon is supposed to change
18 I would like to famillanze other departments or

persons with the progress of this new approach
19 I am concerned about evaluating my impact on

students

20 I would like to !sense the innovebont instructional
approach

21 tam completely occupied with other things
22 I would like to modify our use of the innovation

based on the experiences or our students

23 Although I dent know about this innovation. I am
concerned about things in the area

24 %would like to excite my students about their part in
this approach

25 I sin concerned gout time spirt working with
nonacademic problems related to the innovation

26 I would like to know what the use of the innovation
will require in the immediate future

27 I would like to coordinate my effort with others to
mammas the inovebont effects

28 I woulo like to have more information on lime and

energy commitments required by this innovabon

29 I would like to know what othc,r lacutty are doing in
this area

30 At this time. I am not interested in teaming about this
innovaton

31 I would like to determine how to supplement
enhance or i-lace the innovation

32 I would like to use feedback from students to change
the program

33 I would like to knov, how my role will change when I
am using the iroevabon

34 Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much
of my time

35 I would like to know how this innovation is better
than what we have now

From the Teacher's Perspective

0 1 2 3 1 5 b 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 a 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 2 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 2 3 4 5 6

Cocyrgel 1974 Proceaxes Aacct.N Ecuca-ova nv,4.0 rixr reKnw Eoucioc.
Urns sty d Tomas a Ausas
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A

SoCQ Quick Scoring Device

Date

Site /-1w:.-Z1/17 SSN 000/

Innovaton ,:3/1/4gai ,Coluc,4710/7

Five Item

Raw Sedie

Score Total

Stye
0

Stage

1

Percentiles for

Stage Stage

2 3

Stage
4

Stage

5

Stage

6

0 10 5 5 2 1 1 1

1 23 12 12 5 1 2 2

2 29 16 14 7 1 3 3

3 37 19 17 9 2 3 5

4 46 23 21 11 2 4 6

5 27 25 15 3 5 9

6 60 30 28 18 3 7 It
7 66 34 31 23 4 9 14

8 72 37 35 27 5 10 17

9 77 40 39 30 5 12 20

10 81 43 41 34 7 14 22

11 84 45 45 39 8 16 26

12 86 48 48 43 9 '19 30

13 89 51 52 47 11 22 34

14 9. 54 55 52 13 25 38

15 93 57 57 56 16 28 42

16 94 60 59 60 '19 31 47

17 95 63 63 65 21 36 32

18 96 66 67 69 24 40 57

19 97 69 70 73 27 44 60

20 98 72 72 77 30 48 65

21 98 OD 76 80 33 52 69

22 99 80 78 83 .ti 55 73

23 99 84 80 85 43 59 77

24 99 88 63 88 48 64 81

25 99 90 85 54 68 QE)
26 99 91 0 59 72 87

27 99 93 89 63 76 90

28 99 95 91 95 66 80 92

29 99 96 92 97 71 84 94

30 99 97 94 97 76 88 96

31 99 98 95 98 82 97

32 99 99 06 98 86 3 98

33 99 99 96 99 90 95 99

34 99 99 97 99 92 97 99

35 99 99 99 99 96 98 99

50
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4.

Use of an
Innovation in
Classrooms

By the spring of the first year of use of the effective teaching program, Julia
Jenkins was pleased with its progress. Through development and use of the
Innovation Configuration checklist, she found it easier to communicate what the
program entails an to pinpoint variations in its use. Through a series of session ,
with the principals and the central office instructional staff, expectations for use
of the program were becoming more clear and consistent In turn, facilitators
were working closely with teachers to nelp resolve their initial information,
personal, and management concerns.

Jenkins had noted than although the implementation process was generally
going well, there was noticeable variation in the way individual teachers were
using the program And the variations appeared to occur among schools as well.

Jenkins wanted to give the school board a first-year progress report. At the
same time, she wanted to educate board members as to why it would probably take
longer than a year before the district would realize the desired improvement in
achievement scores For this progress report she decided that, in addition to the
information she had about "configurations" of the program and teacher concerns,
she would also need to collect and report data on Levels of Use, a third CBAM
diagnostic tool.
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SPRINGDALE'S JULIA JENKINS WAS MORE ASTUTE THAN MANN' INI-

tiators and facilitators of change. She saw the need to know how the
innovation was actually being used in classrooms. One of the most
common and serious mistakes administrators and change facilitators
make is to presume that once an innovation has been introduced and
initial training has been completed, the intended users will put it into
practice. Unfortunately, implementing an innovation is seldom so sim-

ple.
In school after school where changes have been introduced, re-

search has shown that there are people who do not use the innovation at

all, even months or years after the introduction. There are others who
use only parts of an innovation, while still others try to use it but
struggle. Since changes are introduced into organizations for the express

purpose of bringing about improvement, who would expect improve-
ment to occur if innovations are not used or are used ineffectively? Of

course no one would expect improvement under those conditions, but
time after time organizations will seek to assess the effectiveness of an
innovation without ever examining how it is being used. As a result,
innovation after innovation judged in this way has been discarded (or
deemphasized) because it did not produce the expected outcomes.

A prime responsibility of change facilitators is to guide the change

process to a point of successful implementation. To accomplish this, the
facilitator must monitor how an innovation is being used and act upon
that information. The CBAM offers administrators and facilitators a
proven technique for innovation monitoringthe assessment of Levels
of Use (Hall, Loucks, Rutherford, and New love 1975). The Levels of Use

(LoU) dimension describes the behaviors of the users of an innovation
through various stagesfrom spending most efforts in orienting, to
managing, and finally to integrating use of the innovation. Before use
actually begins, the individual becomes familiar with and increasingly
knowledgeable about the innovation. Initial use is typically disjointed,
and management problems are quite common. With continued use
management becomes routine, and the user is able to direct more effort
toward increa- I effectiveness for the learners and integrate what he or

she is doing v. .,h what others are doing. Experience is essential but not
sufficient to ensure that a given individual will develop high-quality use

of an innovation; appropriate support and assistance are also needed.

It should be noted that the LoU dimension describes behaviors of
innovation users and does not at all focus on attitudinal, motivational, or
other affective aspects of the user. LoU does not attempt to explain
causality. Instead, the LoU dimension is an attempt to define opera-

tionally what the user is doing.
Eight distinct Levels of Use have been identified (Figure 4.1). Each
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Use of an Innovation in Classrooms

Figure 4.1. Levels of Use of the Innovation

Lavei 0Non-use

State in which the inctviclual has lithe or no knowledge el the inrxwahon no involv,ment with rt.
and is doing nothing toward becoming ;inched

DECISION POINT ATakes action to *am more detailed inky-mat:ion about the innovation
Level 1Ortenettkin

State in which the inlvidual has acquired or ts acquiring wOormabon about the innovation and or
has explored its value onentabon and what it wl regale',

DECISION POINT 6Makes a decision to use the innovanon by estabilrshong a time to begin
Level NPrepatatkin

State in attach the use cs preparing br first use ol t e innovation

DECISION PONT CBegets first use of Me innovation
Level INW. chankal use

Stahl in which Me use( locuses most effort on the short-term day-to-day use c/ Lie innovation with
lithe tine lot rellectron Changes in use are made more xi meet user needs that. needs of students
and caws The user cs onmanly engaged in an attempt to master tasks required to use the
innovation These attempts open result in dispirited and superficial use

DECISION POINT A routine pattern of use is estat4ished
Level IVARouen,

Use of the innovation is ststsfized clew rf any changes are being mace in ongoing use Lime
preparation or ttXXight IS being ignen to improve innovation use or its consequences

DECISION POINT 0-2Changes use of the innovation based on format or 'Mom& evaluation in
order to increase client outcomes
Level IVISIlefInement

State in which Me user vanes Me use of the innovation to increase the impact on cirri-4s (students
or others) within their immediate sphere of influence Variations in use are based on knowledge of
both short and long-term consequences for clients

DECISION POINT EInitiates changes in use of the innwation based on input from and
coordination with colleagues for benefit of clients
Level V Integration

State in which the user is combining non efforts to use the innovation with related activities of
colleagues to achieve a collective impact on clients within their common sphere of influence

DECISION POINT FBegins explonng alternatives to or major modifications of the innovation
presently in use

Level WRenewel

State in which the user reevaluates the quality of use of the innovation seeks mapr modifications
of, or alternatives to present innovation to achieve increased impact on clients examines now
developments in the field and explores new goals for set and the organization
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level encompasses a range of behaviors, but is limited by a decision
point that denotes actions that move the individual to the next level For

example, %s hen a person experiences some initiative to learn about an

innox ation, he or she has reached decision point A and moves from level

0 to level 1

Assessing Levels of Use

A t hart has been developed (Hall, Loucks, Rutherford, and New-
los e l975) that permits the application of a wide variety of information in

determining a person's Level of Use. A focused interview is used to
acquire the information for the chart. The chart and the focused inter-

view are essential tools for research and quantitative evaluation studies,

but such use requires training and certification. People who seek infor-
mation for the purpose of guiding the implementation of change, on the

other hand, can use a combination of observations and informal ques-
tioning to get the information needed to determine Levels of Use

Conversations and Observations

Outcomes from a studs of an Intermediate Science Curnculum
Study (ISCS) program in a junior high school (Loucks lg7) illustrate
how informal observations and questioning an provide information

about LoU. In the studs a researcher spent an entire dax with one
teacher collecting information through these informal techr,ques Of
course, in a typical school setting a facilitator xtould probabh gather this

kind of information in "bits and pieces' over time rather than spending

an entire day with one teacher Excerpts from the studs notes are
presented below The descriptions in the notes offer two things thex
provide a "feel" for the kinds of behaviors persons at each LoU demon-

strate, and the illustrate the kinds of information that help determine
each level. To better understand the various levels, vou max want to
refer to the decision points and descriptions for each level in Figure 4 1

Level of Use ONonuseTeacher A

The teacher was asked if he used the ISCS science program in any of

his classes He replied, "No," adding that it would have been all nght to

use a while back, but that redistricting had changed the student popula-
tion of the school so that the overall student IQ had dropped by ten
points. He said that there were kids who would be reading about one
page of ISCS every week, "if they could read at all He then talked about

a teacher who had used ISCS in the school four to five years ago The
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teacher had left the school, however, and her replacement had just
started using ISCS. The replacement, he said, is not convinced that ISCS
is the answer, 'just like me." When asked if he himself had ever used
ISCS in the past, he replied, 'No,' saying that he was overly traditional.
'I've taught science many, many years and have been in the same room
almost as many years.' He talked about two or three other science
innovations that had been tried unsuccessfully in this school. They
were flops,' he said. 'We spent a lot of money, bought books and
equipment, and had to throw it out the window. That's another reason I
feel the way I do about ISCS. I have seen too many failures.'

Comment: Teacher A seems to know something about ISCS but is
making no effort to learn more. In fact, he indicates that he does not plan
to use the innovation ever. This absence of any action toward use of the
innovation signals clearly LoU 0 (nonuse).

Level of Use IOrientationTeacher B

The teacher explained how science was organized in his school and
stated that he is considenng using ISCS level III. The teacher said he
doesn't know the details of ISCS, that he does know about its being self-
paced, and that he has visited in ISCS classrooms in a nearby junior high
school. Within his building he has also visited classrooms using ISCS
levels I and II. Whiff, it the other junior high school, he looked at the
ninth-grade level III textbooks and was interested in their life science
content. He thinks using level III may be a worthwhile thing to do in the
future. He has also discussed this briefly with the department chairman
at his school, who is currently teaching level II ISCS in the ninth grade.
Since Teacher B is interested in life science he is considering ISCS level
III. He feels that eighth graders are not mature enough for a self-paced,
self-motivating course, and he also remains in favor of having a tradi-
tionally taught course between ISCS levels II and III. However, he thinks
that ninth graders are more ready for a course like ISCS, and using level
III could work at this school.

Comment Teacher B is definitely taking the initiative to learn more
about the innovation and even indicates that he will probably use it
sometime in the future No time has been established for beginning use.
If and when he does establish a time to begin use, this teacher will have
reached decision point B, which moves him to LoU II. Until that hap-
pens he remains at LoU I (onentation).

Level of Use IIPreparationTeacher C

To begin with, this teacher asked what we expected to learn from a
teacher who is not using ISCS materials or programs She said she's a
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past user of level I ISCS, but is not now using it at all. She will be
teaching two classes of seventh-grade science and three classes of ninth-

grade science next year. She will use level I ISCS with the seventh grade

and level III ISCS with the ninth grade next year. In a conversation before

school, she said she had visited Mr. X's class at another school during the
last nine-week period. He helped me anticipate the problems that might

arise in the use of level III ISCS. Also, he helped me order the ninth-

grade ISCS materials." She stated that the materials will not arrive until

next summer, so Mr. X has loaned her copies of the ISCS level III
minibooks. She has looked them over, has started learning more about
their content, and will again observe Mr. X teaching in about three
weeks. "I feel I can ask his help because I got to know him when I taught
his children and, besides, he is doing a lot to help with the ISCS level I!!

program, especially with regard to materials.'
Comment. A definite time for beginning use of ISCS has been estab-

lished, thus decision point B and Lot.: II (preparation) have been
reached. Teacher C is taking steps to get ready to begin use but has not

actually started using ISCS. When she actuall starts using the program

she will have reached decision point C and Lol: III.

Level of Use IIIMechanical UseTeacher D

This teacher said, "I'm just on chapter 8. I know something about
chapters 9-12, but some of my students are on chapter 14." She had 5'
x S heavy cardboard cards on a key chain. They were numbered and
stopped at chapter 11 She explained she had made the cards because
her manual is too awkward to carry around when she is checking
student work These cards have shorthand explanations of each chap-
ters focus and the answers to specific questions. "We named it the
'Shorthand Key She said she doesn t know the materials well enough

to do without it
In the classroom Teacher D is observed trying to fix test leads for the

electrical system She finds that alligator dips have come off two of them

and the are in short suppl Three students are waiting for clips The
teacher goes to her desk and begin to ork trying to repair the leads

She takes the leads with her and works on them as she walks about and
helps students. A student asks, "1% hat if You use smaller amounts"
And she responds, "Look back in chapter 1 Would it increase' Would it

decrease?" Teacher D stops and tells the visiting researcher, "In ISCS you

are supposed to ask more questions and give fewer answers, an art I

have not perfected." She gets scissors, cuts off the lead wire, and pushes

on the alligator clip as she works w ith a student in the back of the room
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The teacher still works on test leads. Enough leads are temporanly
available as some students have finished them.

While the teacher talked, the students asked her a few questions
about how to do things, but many about supplies. There was much time
spent getting equipment from her desk that only she dispensed. Also,
she had to leave the room and go to the supply room three times dunng
this class.

In a few minutes, the teacher arnved carrying a heavy cardboard
box. In it she had 21 notebooks. She said the students were going to be
disappointed. 'They always groan when I don't get their 'end of chap-
ters' graded. I'm always behind.'

Comment: Obviously Teacher D is struggling with the management
of materials and time as she attempts to use ISCS. She is aware of hot.-
the program should work ideally but she is not vet able to use it in that
way This is charactenstic of mechanical use of an innovation (Lot: III). It
is not atypical for teachers to remain at this level for quite some time as
they struggle with the logistics of a new program Once they have
mastered the logistics and establish a routine pattern of use the havee
reached decision point DA and have moved to Lot: IVA

Level of Use IVARoutine---Teacher E

A student bnngs a test paper to the teacher and they discuss his
grade The teacher suggests he go over the materials once again. He
helps him find the correct tote tray. The classroom is well organized.
Most of the equipment is labeled to show which ISCS level III book it is
for. The ISCS level III books are in a cabinet.

The teacher says that he has the kinks out of the program, he knows
what things don't work and has arranged for demonstration or discus-
sion when kids get to them.

He also says he has not made any changes in what he is doing, that
since the first year, using ISCS has been pretty much the same. He says
that there are some things he could refine, for example, his tests need
some minor changes, but he feels that since the better kids do well on
them, they must be all right. He says he really doesn't need plans since
everything is organized and ready to use and the students all know
where they are in the program.

Comment This teacher has reached routine use (LoU IVA) of ISCS
and intends to make no changes. He states that his tests mighz be
refined a bit but he does not really plan to do that. Once a user reaches
the routine Level of Use it is not uncommon to remain tnere for an
extended time, making only minor adjustments in patterns of use. Other
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users, after reaching this level, will begin to vary their use of the
innovation in an effort to improve outcomes. Users who make these
kinds of changes have reached decision point D-2 and are now at LoU
IVB

Level of Use IVBRefinementTeacher F

Teacher F spent half of the period walking around, helping when
needed. The kids appeared to be working on different chapters in their
books. Some were reading and writing, most had set up equipment and

were working. They worked individually and only one or two pairs were
observed. All were constructively involved.

The teacher appeared to get around to many kids each period, but
also spent as much time with each one as seemed necessary. The teacher

aide said things were very well organized. Teacher F rarely had to do
anything with equipment, since its all set.

The teacher told me she had been teaching two years and had had
no formal training in ISCS. She said she'd still like a minicourse in the
next ISCS levet (level III) where she could go through each experiment
like a kid She said she thought that would give her a better perspective
on w hat her k.ds would learn in later years. She also plans to visit some

high school classrooms to find out what the kids do in high school so she
can help hers be better prepared.

The teacher described a change she had made in the last couple of
months. She had decided that the kids would learn more and be more
independent if they didn't work in pairs. She therefore had them work
individually, and if they needed help with the equipment only, they
could help each other. She said that even if this made some accomplish
less than before, they still would do their own work and feel success in
their own nght.

She plans to create some extra units for next year so that the kids
will have a break from the individual pacing and will be able to learn
some of the other aspects of science that ISCS leaves out. She mentioned

that the kids expressed an interest in animals and weathertwo units
she would like to try to do

Comment Having the students work individually rather than in
pairs was a anation in use of the inno.ation Teacher F made because she

believed it would benefit the students Because the change in use was for
the benefit of the clients :udents), Teacher F is said to be at LoU IVB

(refinement) Had she made changes to solve some management rob
lems or to make her own teaching da% less hectic she would not be at
LoU IVB but at LOU III (mechanical use)
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Level of Use VIntegration--Teacher G

Teacher G, who was being observed, and her team teacher, Mr. X,

are teaming for the first time this year. As students come into the room,
Mr. X is in the west end of the room discussing supplies with the girl in
charge of checking materials out of the storeroom. Teacher G is near the
door greeting students as they come in. They stop to talk with her and
each other. A few get workbooks, go to the seating section in the east
end, and begin to work. Mr. X goes to the front of the room. He quickly

determines who is absent. He asks students to do a better job of cleaning

up tables at the end of the hour and putting away all textbooks. He asks
Teacher G if she has any announcements. She shakes her head.

Teacher G sits at a desk and Mr. X looks over her shoulder as she
shows him David's workbook. David has left it with her on his way to the
storeroom. Mr. X: 'It is amazing." Teacher G: 'I don't know.' Both leave
the desk to respond to two separate groups of students.

A small fire breaks out at one table. Both teachers are there instantly.

Mr. X stands back and asks George, "What are you doing about it?'
George is frozen. Mr. X takes the fire extinguisher and puts the fire out.
Teacher G was so near that she got residue from the chemicals on her
clothes. Mr. X reviews fire rules with the class.

Teacher G said that recently several students had told h-..,r that Mr. X

was an easier grader then she. She felt that would not be good for the

students, so she and he checked and informally evaluated their grading.

They found it comparable, but want to be sure they expect the same

standards for ISCS in order to have a unified effect on students.

Teacher G has the feeling that she is experiencing a growing capacity

to make a difference in the lives of her students. She thinks ISCS and

teaming provide the best possible vehicle for doing that.
Comment: These teachers decided on their own to collaborate be-

cause they thought that by so doing they could provide better learning
experiences for their students. LoU V (integration) is determined by two

key variables: collaboration between two or more persons and changes
in use of the innovation for the benefit of clients. Furthermore, the
collaboration must be regular, not lust a casual conversation es en couple
of weeks Because most teachers tend to work as 'solitary craftsmen,'
the number of persons at Lot: V is typically small.

Level of Use VIRenewalTeacher H

After a bell rang. signaling the beginning of the first period, the
teacher and the visiting researcher walked down the hall from the
teachers' lounge to his classroom There, they began to talk about ISCS
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as he prepared his classroom for the day. He said that he had taught at
the junior high school for eight years and that this was his fourth year
using ISCS. When asked how he liked the program, he replied, "Oh, not

really. I don't dislike it, but then I'm really not sure of what I think would
be better. I have an idea."

He then went to the chalkboard and began to describe a model for
teaching ninth-grade physical science. He described his model as a
combination of traditional elements and ISCS. At the beginning of each
unit of study, students would be together for an introduction by the
teacher through a traditional lecture /demonstration format. They would

then be presented with a number of labs of varying degrees of difficulty

from which they would be able to choose one that would suit their
learning style and abilities. They would be allowed to work either
independently or with other students. Labs would be self-paced. Once
the lab work was completed, the students would be pulled together
again for a summary discussion by the teacher, a general class discussion

of their lab work, and perhaps oral reports by individual students. The
whole unit would take between three and five weeks. The teacher felt
that this plan would allow for a type of student interaction lacking in
ISCS. It would also give him a chance to work with the class as a whole

'Maybe one could borrow some ISCS ideas and use them in combi-

nation with the traditional as a synthesis of the old and the new.' He
then discussed a new program that is scheduled to begin the next school

year. We are talking about starting an accelerated science class next rear,

possibly at each level (seventh, eighth, and ninth) I think this is good
and I think that we are slowly realizing that the good students have
something coming too. We need to have programs for them as well as for

the poor students.'
Comment. Clearly Teacher H has some ideas for major changes in his

use of ISCS. The reasons for the changes are focused on students and
what he feels the need to improve learning It is important to note that
although he is thinking about, talking about, and planning these
changes, they have not actually occurred In this regard LoU VI (re-
newal) is different from LoU IVB (refinement) Once this teacher actuall
makes the proposed changes, he will probabl be dealing with another
innovation, not ISCS, and his Level of Use will reacle based on that
innovation.

Using an Informal Interview

For those taalitators ho ma% nix have the opportunth to gather
the kinds of information presented in the aboc vignettes, the informal
Lol: interne.. (Figure 4 21 can be a useful tool This intervio. frame-
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work is based on the formal LoU research interview. It provides a guide

for talking to people about their use of an innovation, and it can be used

by any facilitator. Tht purpose of such an interview is to do more than
place a person at a particular Level of Use, it will supply information that

can be used to facilitate use.

The interview begins with a question to find out if the person is
using the innovation (Beyond lust accepting a "yes" or no answer, the
facilitator might ask for a brief description of how it is being used. To
accurately assess the response to this question, the facilitator should
have knowledge of the configuration of the innovation as described in
_hapter 2). If the answer to this question is "no," people can be classified

as nonusers, and additional questions should be asked to determine
LoU I (orientation) or II (preparation). if they indicate they plan to use
the innmation and have set a time to begin, then they are at LoU II, and
the interview can be terminated. On the other hand, if they have not
mad- a decision to begin use, another question should be asked to learn
if they are seeking any kind of information about the innovation and, if
so, what kind. The person who seeks information but has not estab-
lished a time to begin use is at LoU I (onentation)

When people say in response to the first question that they are
using the innovation, then additional questions are needed to determine
their actual Level of Use. We have found that the question that provides
the most useful information it to ask what kinds of changes, if any, they

have made in their use of the innovation If users zre making changes
intended for their own benefit, they are at LoU III (mechanical use).
These would be changes in how they manage time or materials or
classroom arrangements to ;educe logistit.al problems T pally, users at
LoU III will use the pronoun "I" or "me" frequently in descriptions of
their use.

Should " e users report that use of the innovation is going smoothly
and no real changes are being made, they are at LoU IVA (routine).
Users who respond with descnptions of changes that are intended to
help the learner in some way are at LoU IVB (refinement) Reorganiza-
tion of a unit, resequencing of content, addition of enrichment materials,

and elimination of materials or activities that did not work well are
changes commonly mentioned by users at LoU IVB When describing
their changes, these users are likely to make frequent reference to
students.

Although the percentage of innovation users who actually reach
levels V (integration) and VI (renewal) is fairly small, it is still important

to identify those persons and to provide them Wirth the assistance and
support they require. When asking users about their collaborative use of

the innovation, there is one important caution The purpose of the
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integration or collaboration must be for the benefit of students if the
individual is to be classified at LoU V. Often two or more users will work
together to solve their management problems. Those who collaborate to
serve their own needs are at LoU III (mechanical), not LoU V. Aiso, the
collaboration must be regular and ongoing. Meeting together and shar-
ing once a month or whenever it is convenient do not represent LoU V
behaviors.

If users are not at Lou V, continue with your questioning, for they
could be at LoU VI (renewal). Those individuals who are at LoU VI will
often flood you with ideas and information about the changes they have
in mind. The ideas they have are often for a change to a different
program. At the least, they will call for significant modifications in the
existing innovation. You will frequently hear them say the changes will
be better or work better for students. These people are exciting to talk to.

In Springdale, the informal LoU interview was used in May to
assess how teachers were progressing with their use of the effective
teaching program The outcomes of these interviews are summanzed as
follows:

Lot: 0 LoL. I Lot: II Lol: III LoU IVA Lot.: IVB Lol V Lot; \'I
0 5e- 65% 20% Jar 0 0

These data have important implications for the facilitators of the effective
teaching program as discussed below.

Levels of Use and the Facilitation of Change

The Level of Use dimension of the CBAM offers information that can
be of great assistance to any change facilitator. Levels of Use are a re alit ,

they exist for each individual in relation to each innovation Even it
ignored, they persist; they do not disappear. When ignored, however,
Levels of Use will take their own course, one that may well be coun-
terproductive to the implementation effort and to the intended out-
comes of an innovation. Therefore, it behooves all change facilitators to
give serious consideration to Levels of Use.

Of course, many factors may influence a person's and group's Levels
of Use, but the most powerful influence is the manner in which the
implementation is facilitated. Before discussing some specific ways in
which Levels of Use might be facilitated, some general knowledge about
use and change should be considered.

People tend to move sequentially (if they move at all) from LoU 0
(nonuse) to LoU IVA (routine). From that point, they may move to a
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higher level or they may move "back" to a lower level. There is a greater
probability, however, that they will remain at that level. After an innova-

tion has been in use for some time, we find that the majority of users
(excluding nonusers) in a sample at any one time will be at LoU IVA
(routine). But change does not occur easily or quickly. As a general rule,

60 to 70 percent of the first-year users of an innovation will be at the
mechanical level (LoU III). This is reflected in the Springdale data pre-
sented above. When the innovation is reasonably complex, as is the
Spnngdale effective teaching program, many users are likely to continue

at LoU HI beyond the first year.
Unless the innovation itself calls for collaboration among users (such

as in team teaching), usually few users will reach LoU V (integration).

Even fewer users reach LoU VI (renewal), and those who do may not
remain there long. When they act on their ideas they usually create a
new innovation for themselves, and their Level of Use will recycle based

on that innovation.
A final and important warning for change facilitators do not assume

people will use an innovation just because it has been introduced.
Research conducted in hundreds of hools and invo:ving many innova-

tions has revealed that it is quite common to find at least 20 percent of
the teachers in any school who are nonusers even in the second and
third y;_als of implementation Often the percentage of nonusers is

much higher.
A good starting point for change facilitators is with nonusers. The

facilitator must first decide if he or she wants and expects these teachers
to use the innovation. Assuming this is answered in the affirmative,
interventions should be directed at moving the nonusers to user levels.

At LoU 0, intended users should he made aware of the impending
innovation and the expectation that it he used by all Ideally, potential

users will be involved in developing or at least deciding on the innova-

tion, but this is not often the case with innovations mandated from
district- or state-level officials. Individuals at the school level often learn

about the innovation from an announcement by the in-school facilitator.
At the orientation and preparation levels (La] I and II), people need

information at two levels. First, they need to he aware of the innovation

as a whole, its general requirements and purposes, and the timelines for

its implementation. At this level it is important not to overwhelm people
with too much information. Make it look pos. ible, not impossible, to
implement. Aiso, do not dwell un how effective the innovation has been

somewhere else. This only puts unnecessary pressures on the potential
users by implying that if they don't use it silk essItilly right away, they

are failures.
Next, after receiving general information about the innovation, and
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as they move closer to initial use, people need specific information about
the basic steps for using the innovation and any materials or equipment
that will be required. Also, it would be good to give them some idea of
what the innovation will look like when in use. Keep the focus on
immediate use, not ultimate, perfected use, and direct your assistance to
their classroom, not to some generalized or theoretical situation.

As first use begins and for some time thereafter, the user is likely to
be at the mechanical level (LoU III). Precisely what kind of assistance will
be needed at this level will depend to a great extent on the innovation
and its requirements. In any event the users will probably be staying just
one step ahead of the students in terms of planning and preparations.
This may be because they are attempting to use new materials or trying a
new plan for classroom organization that makes the management of time
and students difficult. It can be beneficial for users at this level to
observe other teachers who have worked out similar problems or at least
to receive their verbal guidance. Workshops that focus on such problems
can also be helpful. Bringing together small groups of teachers with
common problems with a facilitator can provide needed technical as-
sistance as well as build a mutual support system Comfort and caring is
one way to describe the kind of assistance needed at LoU IIl (mechanical
use).

People who are at routine use (LoU IVA) typically do not seek
assistance, for their use of the innovation is going along rather smoothly.
Even so, they should not be forgotten or ignored. If their use is satisfac-
tory and meets the expectations of the facilitator, the user should at least
receive the recognition and praise of the facilitator for her or his perform-
ance. Check with these users to see if there is anything that can be
provided for them that would make their use of the innovation easier or
better. Perhaps they would like to have more materials of some sort or
would like advice about some of the things they are doing. Even if they
accept no assistance, these users will appreciate the attention and con-
cern and that, in turn, will reinforce the fact that using the innovation is
important.

A word of caution about users at LoU IVA. It is not uncommon that
some of these users will move rather quickly to this level by implement-
ing a less than ideal configuration of the innovation and then stabilizing
their performance at that level. For these users, the facilitator should not
be too generous with praise and recognition, but should encourage
more effective use of the innovation. For example, in Springdaie's effec-
tive teaching program, some teachers may have established a step-by-
step procedure for teaching content with which they are comfortable,
but their pacing of the steps may be such that it does not accommodate
student differences. A facilitator should intervene to help the teachers
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improve their pacing. Bt aware that because these LoU WA users are not

likely to be particularly interested in modifying their use, they may have

to be encouraged to change at the same time they are being assisted in

doing so.
LoU IVB (refinement) users are fun to work with, for they usually

are excited about their use of the innovation. They are making shifts and

moderate changes in their use, which they like to talk about From the
facilitator these users need sanction and support for their improvement
efforts along with positive reinforcement. One way to support and
reinforce is to arrange for these users to visit in other schools or class-

rooms where they might get new ideas or models for what they are

trying to do. Allow others to visit in their classroom, for they will be

good models for other users. They can also be effective in helping users

who may be having difficulty with the innovation.
Levels of Use V (integration) and VI (renewal) require special con-

sideration from the facilitator, for they are different in some key ways.
Because these users differ from the previous six levels, facilitators are
cautioned not to move too quickly or vigorously to promote these levels.

Movement to these levels is not always desirable or possible.
LoU V (integration) cannot be reached by one user alone. There

must be one or more others with whom the user is collaborating Often
collaborative use of an innovation stems from previous sharing relation-
ships between the parties. At other times, the collaboration develops
spontaneously as a result of common needs or interests. When LoU V
occurs in these ways, the role of the facilitator is one of supporting the

arrangement. One way this can be done is by arranging for the time the

users might need for joint planning and decision making. If the collab-

oration involves shared teaching times or shared students, the facilitator

can assist by making modifications in the daily schedule Should the
collaboration involve a group, the users may well benefit from work-

shops or materials that offer guidelines for managing groups.
When collaborative arrangements are desired or expected but do

not occur naturally or spontaneously, the role of the facilitator will
change somewhat. Instead of being in a supporting role, the facilitator

will have to become a promoter of collaboration. But before this is done,
the facilitator should consider whether collaboration is essential to effec-

tive use of the innovation. Planned cooperation between users can be
rewarding apart from any particular innovation, but formal, planned
efforts to promote collaboration in connection with an innovation can he
counterproductive. Collaboration, if overly stressed, may become an
innovation in itself, and the user is put in the position of having to
implement two Irmo% ations. This does not mean that a facilitator should

not promote collaboration, only that it should be done carefully and with
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an awareness of purpose. Having users share with others the advantages
and rewards of collaboration is one way to promote interest. If others
show an interest, the facilitator can provide more details about the ways
they can share and what steps they might take to accomplish the pro-
cess.

For several reasons, facilitators are not likely to devote much time to
encouraging users to the renewal level (LoU VI). First, the limited
number of people who reach this level usually do so as a result of their
own initiative and creativity. Second, users at LoU VI are seeking to
replace the innovation or significantly modify it, and this could be
disruptive to the efforts of the facilitator who is attempting to help users
attain maximum effective use of the innovation. It must be strongly
emphasized that in the majority of cases, LoU VI users are a positive
force, not a negative force, in the implementation effort. This is es-
pecially true if they are viewed positively and not as a threat.

Facilitators who take time to interact with users at this level will be
well rewarded. These people not only have creative ideas, but ideas that
are usually also logical and sound. Most of all, these users have a sincere

concern for their students, and they are dedicated to enhancing their
learning opportunities. Their excitement is uplifting and some of their
ideas can be beneficial to other users. LoU VI users can be helped by
putting them into contact with other users at this level or with other
persons who have knowledge that will enrich their thinking. Make
available to them any new materials they may be interested in using, or
sponsor their attendance at workshops where they can gain information
related to their plans Helping them channel their ideas and energies in a
logical and productive manner will also be valuable.

Levels of Use and Implementation Monitoring

The suggestions above are provided for those who facilitate the
change efforts of individuals and groups. Another important use for thi
Levels of Use dimension of CBAM is assessing innovation implementa-
tion If this is to be done in a rigorous manner, the evaluators should
have formal LoU training.

The information thus derived about the Levels of Use of all persons
in a school or a district can then be used to guide the interpretation of
innovation outcomes. If a significant percentage of users have not
reached routine use (IVA or above), it might be advisable to delay
ou',:ome evaluations or at least to interpret such evaluations in light of
the distribution of Levels of Use. For example, if many of the users are at
LoU III (mechanical use), it means they are still struggling with the "nuts
and bolts" of innovation use. Under those circumstances it is not likely
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the innovation will have a positive influence on students and produce
high student outcomes. As shown in the Springdale data collected in
May, 75 percent of the teachers were at LoU III or below, making it
improbable that the effective teaching program would at that time reflect

a positive difference in student outcomes.
Levels of Use data can reveal problems that may exist in the imple-

mentation process. In our own research we found schools where fewer
than 50 percent of the teachers were actually using an innovation, even
in the second year. In other schools a high percentage of users were not

moving beyond the mechanical level (LoU III). Still other data revealed

some obvious differences in the Levels of Use distribution for the same
innovation, but in different schools. In each of these cases, the differ-
ences in use seemed to be attributable, at least in part, to the manner in

which the innovation was facilitated.
Whether it be for facilitating the performance of individual users or

for evaluating implementation, the Levels of Use dimensicn of CBAM is

a unique tool that car be valuable to any facilitator responsible for

implementing an innovation.

Questions Often Asked about Levels of Use

Q. Can you really determine Levels of Use through an interview' Will

people honestly describe what they are doing'

A. Our experience has been that they are more than willing to talk
with someone about their use of an innovation and what they are doing
with it. However, they may not . tare with you the kind of information

you seek unless you ask for it This is why the suggested interview
questions are so useful. People do not intentionally withhold informa-
tion as a rule, but they may not be thinking along the same lines as you

are.
Q. Is there a questionnaire that can he used to assess Levels of Use'

A. No, there is not Several attempts have been made to develop a
questionnaire that would accurately assess LoU, but none has suc-
ceeded. This is because the phenomenon does not match paper -and-
pencil measurement It is similar to trying to read semaphore signals by

turning on a radio. The personal interview, coupled with observations
when possible, offers the most accurate and useful information

Q: Can users ever go from a "higher" Level of Use to a "lower` ore'

A. Yes, they certainly can People who are at the orientation level
(LoU i) may decide not to use the innovation, at which time they move to
nonuse (LoU 0). Persons who have real problems using the innovation
and cannot seem to move beyond the mechanical level (LoU III) likely'

will become weary or frustrated and become nonusers People who have
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made recent changes that place them at the refinement level (LoU IVB)
will automatically return to LoU IVA (routine) once those changes have
stabilized and they are making no other changes. When people at LoU
VI (renewal) actually make the changes they have planned, they are no
longer at LoU VI but will recycle to a "lower" level with their new
program Persons can abandon use of the innovation from any level for a
number of reasons Other shifts in LoU are possible, but these are the
most likely.
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5.

The Role of
Effective
Change
Facilitators

In preparing her end-of-the-year report to the schoo; hoard, Assistant Super-

intendnt Jenkins organized and analyzed the data that had been collected She
felt aisfied that good progress had been made, despite the fact that she had had to

"play it by ear" much of the time For year two, though, she wanted to be more

systematic in order to make the most of her limited resources and increase the

probabilities for long-term success

Moreover, she was concerned about the hoard To win their continuing
support, and to heir them understand the complexities of the change process, she
needed to present more than her first-year data She needed a plan for the coming

year, one that was clear, comprehensive, and grounded in the outcomes of this

year's efforts She decided to investigate another CBAM tool, the intervention

Taxonomy, that could heir her outline both long term strategies and day-to-day

activities needed to support implementation

DRIVEN B\ COMMITMENT, ENERGY, AND AN INNATE SENSE CM WHAT

might work, Spnngdale's assistant supenntendent for instruction pro-
vided strong leadership, appropriate facilitation, and useful manage-
ment in overseeing implementation of the nes% program Mans of
Jenkins's activities, however, stemmed from trial and error and what she
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intuitively thought was "nght." Although she was able to find and use
the CBAM diagnostic tools (SoC, Lot:, IC) and to accomplish a great
deal, she could have saved time, resources, and frustration if she had
begun her task with a comprehensive game plan

One of the major contentions of this book is that guesswork and
intuition need not be the CF's only touchstones. We nov, know a great
deal about h Is% to plan for and manage change more efficiently and
effectively As the previous chapters illustrate, there are techniques and
tools that can support your role as facilitator, helping you provide appro-
priate assistance to those who are implementinf, change. You may use
these approaches either singly or in comomation in many different
circumstances. Ideal's, though, you would integrate these concepts and

tools into an overall scheme, or game plan, that provides you, the CF,
with a blueprint for action.

Your game plan would outline all the kinds of interventions neces-
sary to facilitate change it would list both long-term and short-term
strategies. Finally, it would identity a team of facilitators and designate

responsibilities for each team member No plan, of course, can predict or
control everything that might happen, but with what is now known
about change, you can &I much to anticipate and prepare for the pro-
cess

The earlier chapters of this book focused on ways in which you, the

CF, can help teachers do their jobs in effectively implementing change

This chapter is intended to help you do your job It offers ideas and tools
for considering the dimensions of the facilitator's role It suggests who
within your district or school might be likely to function as a facilitator,
and in what capacities It provides tools and formats for planning what
to do and when Together with the other CRAM approaches described in

this book, the matenals in this chapter offer you a basic framework for
facilitating school improvement Like the rest of the book, these mate-
rials are based on our research in actual school settings

What Facilitators of Change Do

WE spent several years in a number of schools, documenting the
actions (interventions) associated with implementing curriculum pro-
grams, behavior processes, and other innovations From these studies,
we identified six distinct categories of interventions. We call these cate-

gories g&me plan components (GPC), because collectively they account
for a total change effort (Hall and Hord 1984). Each categor, contains
mans different actions that can be taken by change facilitators, collect-

ively, they describe what CFs do (See Figure 3 1 for a quick sketch of the
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Figure 5.1. A Checklist of Suggested CF Actions
to Support Change

GPC 4. Monitoring

gathenng intormation
collecting data

assessing innovation knowledge o' skits
informally

assessing inr .;..stion use or controns tormally
analyzing,proc >sing data
interpreting information

reponingtshanng data on outcomes
Providing leedback on information collected

administenng encl-of-workshop questionrisires
conferencing with teachers about progress in

innovation use

GPC 1: Developing Supportive
Organizational Arrangements

developing innovation-related policies
establishing global rules
making decisions
planning

prepanng
scheduling
staffing

restrixturing roles
seeking or providing materials
providing space
seekingfacquinng tunds
providing equipment

GPC 2. Training

developing positive attitudes
increasing knowledge

teaching innovation-related skills
rev.ewing information

holding workshops
modeling/demonstrating innovation use
observing Innovation use
providing feedback on innovation use
clarifying innovation misconceptions

GPC 3 Consultation and Reinforcement

encouraging people on a one-to-one basis
promoting innovation use among smal groups
assisting individuals in solving problems
coacning small groups in innovation use
shanng tips informally
providing personalized technical assistance
holding brief conversations and applauding

progress

facilitating small groups in problem solving
providing small -comfort and canng' sessions
reinforcing individuals attempts to change
providing practical assistance
celebrating small successes (or large ones tool

GPC 5: External Communication

describing what the inn,wahor is
informing others (than users)

reporting to the Board of Education and parent
groups

making presentations at conferences

developing a public relations campaign
gaining the support of constituent groups

GPC 6 Dissemination

encouraging others (outside the implementing
the innovation

broadcasting innovation inform3tion and
materials

making descriptive brochures

Providing charge-free demonstration kits
training innovation representatives

making regional innovation uresentations to
potential adopters

marketing the innovation

types of intervention activities found in each GPC ) Each game plan
component is e,,plained in more detail in the following pages

GPC 1: Developing Supportive Organizatinnal Arrangements

The interventions in this component will be quite familiar to those
of you who facilitate teachers" work TheN include providing for space,

materials, personnel, equipment or furnitureall the things needed
before implementation can begin Thth also includ ongoing actions to
supply materials and maintain arrangements after implementation Is
under wa% Developing guidelines, regulations, and policies related to
the innovation, acquiring funding and other unique resources, planning
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for the change, and managing the process are all essential parts of this
component As our case study suggests, acquinng the resources neces-
sary to support new programs often turns out to be the greatest chal-
lenge in taus GPC The Springdale School Board provided bareh halt the
funding Jenkins requested and expected the program to be on its feet
within a single year Because most programs need resources on an
ongoing basis, you may find yourself developing skills in the "creative"
acquisition of resources For instance, one facilitator we observed en-
gaged parent volunteers to assist in organizing and prepanng materials
for teachers Another facilitator "broadly interpreted" the guidelines for
dispersal of funds in order to provide much needed equipment to
teachers.

GPC 2: Training

No matter how abundant and appealing matenais may be, with
most innovations teachers need training to understand clearly how to
use them Moreover, training should be an ongoing process to enable
teachers to grow and to continue developing new skills. To be most
effective, training designs must take into account teachers individual
needs and concerns. A single, generalized training session prior to a
new program's initial use is rarely adequate to ensure effective imple-
mentation, no matter how "comprehensive" or "in depth' it is advertised
to be.

Included in the training GPC are the structured, preplanned ac-
tivities, such as workshops and demonstration sessions, designed to
develop innovation-related knowledge, performance skills, and positive
attitudes Effective CFs arrange for training for all involved persons
teachers, adminstrators, supervisors, coordinators, and others who have
a role in the change.

GPC 3: Consultation and Reinforcement

Consultation and reinforcement are less formal, more specific, and
more personalized than training These intervention activities are one-
to-one, or aimed at very small groups, and frequentl are provided as a
follow-up to training The are designed to address the unique needs of
individual teachers Some CFs have called these activities comfort and
caring," or 'at-the-elbow assistance

Consultation sessions should fill the gaps between training oppor-
tunities, and continue until the novice develops into an experienced,
effective user of an innovation Consultation ma% consist of brief, infor-
mal conversations with teachers about "hov, it's going ", ',he facilitator
may share tips, provide practical assistance, or compliment and rein-
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force the teacher's progress This informal, personalized support and
attention can be critical to successful implementation

GPC 4: Monitoring

The effective CFs we observed in our studies sought objective data
to help them assess progress in implementing their new programs. The

gathered information about what was happening with an innovation and

about the status and progress of teachers as they were introduced to,
started working with, and became experienced in using new school
practices Though the importance of monitoring activities is gaining
increased recognition, particularly through recent research on effective
principals (Rutherford 1985), this category of intervention is often ne-
glected Some principals hesitate to monitor their staffs, declanng, "Ms
teachers are professionals, I leave them alone." Interestingly, these
teachers often report feeling ignored and abandoned by their principals.
Monitoring does not have to be a threat to teachers, it can be an informal
process, carried out by the principal or by other facilitators. But monitor-

ing must take place to ensure a successful improvement effort.
What can vou do to monitor? In chapters 3 and 4 we discussed one-

legged conferences with teachers (described in chapter 3 as one-to-one
or face-to-face conversations, and in chapter 4 as the informal LoU
interview) These can be used to assess concerns and Levels of Use, and
to find out what configurations of an innovation are in operation The
configuration component checklist is an excellent monitoring tool to
determine v. hich program components and their variations teachers are
using The open-ended concerns statement technique provides written
data about teachers concerns and valuable information about their pro-
gress You can also monitor the effects of training interventions In
eliciting end-of-workshop reactions, or using a follow-up survey after an
inservice session

After teachers start to use a new program or practice, monitoring
activity can be influential in reminding teachers that their attention is
required for the program It helps teachers recognize that the improve-
ment project is a priority, that a commitment has been made to it, and
that somebody cares about them, about the change, and how it is

occurring in classrooms Monitonng is also a natural complement to
consultation 'reinforcement in that .t provides valuable data about how
individuals are doing and what their assistance needs might be.

The four CPCs, or intervention categories, discussed above are
those we found in our observations to be vital to successful change. They

are important elements in any effort to implement innovations and
therefore demand the attention of every CF. The following two game
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plan components are important to mans, but not necessanls all, school
improvement efforts The extent to which you as a CF need to tows on
these two GPCs will depend on the nature ot the innovation and on your

school, district, or community environment

GPC 5: External Communication

These interventions are made to inform or gain the support of
individuals or groups external to the school w here the innovation is
being implemented The activities focus on describing the school im-
provement protect, plans for its management, and its potential impact
These actions may include developing a public relations campaign, re-
porting to a parent group or board of education, or making presentations

at conferences The usual goal of interventions in this GPC is to maintain
the support of various constituencies

GPC 6: Dissemination

Some schools take actions to "broadcast" information about the
school improvement pi ogram or practice in order tc encaurage others to
adopt the new practice These efforts may involve mailing descriptive
brochures to potential adoptees, offering demonstration materials, or
even training and providing regional innovation representatives to sup-
port others in adopting and implementing innovations.

Frequently when a school develops a new program, puts it into use,

and verifies its effectiveness, a decision is made to submit it to outside
reviewers, such as the Federal Joint Disser,,ination Review Panel (JDRP)

If the program is approved the JDRP, then federal funds are provided

to support dissemination activities and adoption of the program b.
others via the National Diffusion Network (NDN) Mans successful
teacher-developed programs are transplanted tc, other school sites
through the NDN strategy.

Other Models for Describing What Change Facilitators Do

To check our perceptions and views of the schools, and 'a make sure

we had described all the kinds of interventions needed for successful
change, we reviewed the literature to identify other actions that change
fa:ilitators might carrs out. This review revealed some interesting infor-
mation Gersten and Camine (1981), for example, concluded that partic-

ular "support" functions .re needed if the change process is to be
successful:

one can derive from the ousting literature a listini; of those behaviors and
policies of administrators and upervisors that appear to be necessary fur nine-
vations to be implemented and sustained (p
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Figure 5.2. A Comparison of identified Functions for

Effective Leadership

Gersten and Gamine 11981) call et al (1984) hatiuctional Hall and Hord 119841

Support rvdct.dr:s Leadership Functions Intervention Game Plan
Components

Visible commitment Pnonty setting

Incentive systems Resource acquisition Developing supportive

organizational arrangements
Institutional policy-making

Training Training

Technical assistance Consultation and
reinforcement

Monitoring Monitoring Monitoring and evaluation

Assessment

External relations Extema conunication

Dissemination

Explicit strategies

Compliance

Mainte..ancte

Adapted trorr Hat and Hord 1986

They identified five categories of these behaviors Similarly, Gall and
colleagues (1984) identified a set of "leadership" functions dieN found to

be associated with implementation and effective stuff dex elopment pro

grams As Figure 5 2 demonstrates, there is a great deal ot similanfN
between he findings of other researchers and the CBAN1 game plan
components. These results reflect a growing consensus about actions
required to support the change process

Game Planning with the Components

In identt'ving the categories of interventions that CF!. ;am out, we
have used the phrase gar pllan compopients with purpose Our expecta-

tion is that you, as a change facilitator, not only w ill be involved in
providing services to support change you also will be actively engaged
in planning for the change )'our rol will he not unlike that of an athletic.
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coach who prepares a game plan (often with input from assistant
coaches and sometimes from the players themselves) :;id then offers
advice and assistance in carrying it out

We are recommending the game plan components as a practical,
easy-to-use framework to guide school improvement planning, with
particular attention to components 1-4 (Hord and Hu ling-Austin 19361
There is more to planning for change, however, than making certain that

interventions from the different game plan components are designed
and delivered It is important to consider both the long-term and short-
range dimensions of planning.

Long-term or strategic plans. Strategies may be thought of as repre-
senting objectives to be accomplished in the change process. Strategies
are expressed in terms of concrete outcomes to be attained over a
substantial period of time (one school year of more), the address most
or all of the individuals involved in a particular change process. An
effective and comprehensive game plan includes strateg% statements for

each game plan component For example, under the training GPC,
strategies/objectives might be (1) during year one, administrators will
receive training in managing the school =pros ement project, and
(2) teachers will receive periodic hands-on training, throughout year one
in how to use effective teaching steps 1, 3, and 4

Short-range or incident plan, incidents are what might typically be
called "enabling activities", that is, they are the specific interventions
that make it possible to accomplish the larger strategy They are of much

shorter duration than strategies, they may affect one. PI few, or many
Persons Mans incidents can be planned for at the beginning of a change
effort, others are planned during ongoing piannin review sessions, and
some are designed on the spur of the moment as the need or oppor-
tunity arises

Effective CFs look for and recognize opportunities to provide inci-

dent interventions For example, when sou meet a teacher unexpec,edly
in the parking lot, take a moment to ask, "Has last week's training
helped you' Can I provide some assistance" "too often, facilitators
neglect to recognize the frequent Gpportunities available to make these

modest, but powertulls important interventions A single incident may

not carry a great amount of weight. but collectively the add up and can
he extremely influential And the% should add upas you are develop-
ing your plans, focus on incidents that, across time, have ;,rime con-
tinuity and that geometrically increase in impact.

You will find that both long-range strategic plans and short-range
inciocnt plans are important to the success of your change efforts and
that th,. two must complement each other to be truly effective. We have
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observed planning at the strategy/objectives level that never influenced
the change process because no incident plans were developed to put it
into operation. At the other extreme, we have seen CFs plan and deliver

a multiplicity of incidents, all types in all directions, without a larger
focus to guide them. We have also seen change projects that had neither

long-term nor short-range planning, chance reigned, frequent!) ruining

a promising school improvement effort.
With the individual and innovation in mind As you begin developing

strategies and incidents for each game plan component, consider also
your concerns-based diagnostic informationSoC, LoU, IC As sug-
gested in earlier chapter, we can predict how teachers' concerns and
use generally evolve over the course of a school improvement project,
this knowledge can help you as you construct your initial intervention
game plan. Because not all incii-iduals follow the typical patterns, how-

ever, you will need to use the SoC, LoU, and IC tools periodical!y to
assess each person and redesign your interventions as :needed.

Using the IC checklist that has been developed to describe end
define the components cf an innovation (see chapter 2) can also help you

make decisions about your intervention game plan. For example, the
components to be implemented next month will r0quire immediate
ordering of material, while other materials can wait Similarly, you will

need to schedule training for the innovation components to be imple-
mented first, while training elated to components that a-e not "or,- line"
for implementation can be held for later attention In addition to using
th,- checklist to make decisions about which innovation :omponents
attend to first and at w hat speed, you can disc use it to rn-, itor the status

of the new practice in each classroom and to adjust the game plan as
necessary.

A skeleton of a game plan that you maN find helpful as you develop

your own plan; is included in Figure 5.3 First, consider and develop

strategies for each game plan component Write your strategies in the
space suggested an enlarged edition of this skeleton would be more
useful than the small page we have provided). Then think of incidents to
activate the strategyincidents that take into account the SoC /LoU /IC
diagnoses of teachers. It is not necessary to make an exhaustive list of
incidents. Many of these will be designed as you do your short-term,
day-to-day planning, others will emerge as the moment presents itself

The importance of the game plan at this point is to develop long-range
strategies that will provide a framework for your actions as facilitator,
and to identifN a tevs, keN incidents to put your strategies into operation

The incidents, and large, will come later, shaped to individuals SoC,

LoU and IC
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Game Plan
Component 1 Strategy(s)
Developing Supportive
Organizational Arrangements

Figure 5.3. Skeleton of a Concerns-Based Game Plan

SoC 0 1 2 SoC 3 SoC Flat SoC 4 5.6
LoU 0.111 LoU III LoU IVA Lou NB V Vi
IC IC IC IC

Incident(s) Incident(s1 Incidont(s incident(s1
Incident;q) Inciclent(si IncKlent(s) IncidentISI

Incident(s) Incident(s) Incident(s) Incident(s)

Game Plan

Component 2
Training

Strategy(s)



Game Plan

Component 3
Providing

Consultation
and Reinforcement

Strategy(s)

. . .
_ . .

. .

Came Plan
Ct rnponent 4
Mot ;Wring and
Eva IL st,on

Strategy Is)
. . .

. .

. .

Game Pien
Componeit 5
External Communication

Strategy(s)
. .. .
. .

. .

Game Plan
Component 6

Dissemination
Strategy( si

. .

. .

. .

Adapted from Hord and Loucks 1980
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The Facilitator Team: Who Can Act to Facilitate Change

Much attention has been devoted to the importance of the princi-
pal's role in the process of school improvement. In our studies, we
extensively observed pnncipals in the role of change facilitator. We
found effective principals constantly surveying their domain and gather-
ing information about the setting, the staff, and the students. Thes
processed what they saw and generated ideas about how to address
problems and needs that they had observed. Furthermore, effective
principals shared responsibilities and leadership with others on their
staff Effective principals are collaborators, then are also delegators,
carefully and thoughtfully identifying and utilizing availabls human
resources.

Ir our early studies we thought principals were the °Ms "kes to
change" in the se,00l. To our surpnse, we found othersschool- and
central office-based staff and administratorsplaying significant roles in

support of teacher change. These persons we labeled the second chimp

facilitators, or second CF (Hord, Stiegelbauer, and Hall 19841 (Because of

their position, power and influence, we identified principals as the first
CF) The second CF wa: sometimes the assistant principal, sometimes
department or grade-level :hairs, resource teachers, or teachers on spe-
cial assignment At the district level, second CFs were often curriculum
or subject coordinators or supervisors, or specially named innovation
facilitators Whether this second CF (second "in command") position
was filled by a school-based or chstnct-based person usually related to
the amount of activity and leadership provided by the pnrcipai (Hall,
Rutherford, Hord, and Huling 1984, Hord and Hall 1987i When the
principal was active in planning and guiding the change process, the
principal selected a person on the school roster to fill the second CF role,

when the principal did not direct mu,7.11 energy and activity toward
change, a central office person appeared to supply action

The principals most effective in implementing change were team-
oriented, working collegially with their sec, -nd CFs interestingly, each
of these team members provided an equal nt,mber of interventions The
principals who were somewhat more management oriented than lead-
ership oriented did more of the support work themselves, leaving their

second CFs with less involvement The principals who offered little
active support for change did few interventions for teachers While the

district-based second CF usual) did much more to compensate for the
principal's lack of involvement, this approach was the least effective in

supporting change efforts For obvious reasons, the assistance provided
by building based (rather than district-based) CFs is likels to he more
efficient, effective, and well received by teachers
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Frequently, we also found third CFs. Typically, these were teachers
whose roles were less formalized, but whose help was substantial and
sought by their peers These third CFs modeled the use of the new
program, disseminated information to other teachers, interpreted mes-
sages, and provided clarification about what activities to perform or how.

First, second, and third CFs organize themselves and build struc-
tures to work together as a change facilitator team. In some schools, they
may meet each week to review data about the school improvement
process, generate ideas, and plan who wit. do what dunng the ensuing
week When they meet again, they debrief to ascertain what went well
and what needs more attention. In other schools we observed a more
hierarchical organization of facilitators. the first CF (the principal) ap-
peared to interact only with the second CE, who in turn related to the
third CF All communications flowed through this "chain of command
Whether the team of CFs has a "flat," or horizontal, collegial structure or
a more hierarchical one, however, the important aspects to remember
are what they need to do as a group.

We identified a fourth category of change facilitator. the external
facilitator External facilitators bring particular innovation-related exper-
tise not found among the school-based members of the CF team, the
district office external facilitator links the school to district office re-
sources and serves as a communication line between the school and
distnct office In addition, the external CF serves as an advocate for the
school outside the school setting.

Figure 5 4 arranges the functions of interventions carried out by
change facilitator teams into a single planning chart It is important to
make sure that the facilitator team, collectively, addresses all of the
intervention functions listed on the char. This does not necessarily
mean, however, that one particular team member must always be re-
sponsible for supplying one particular kind of intervention. Rather, the
tasks may vary, depending upon who is most capable or available
Function assignments should not he rigid, accomplishing the interven-
tions is the primary goal

Some functions can be carried out most effectivek tm, the principal.
By virtue of the principal's pivotal position, what the principal does often
carries more weight and influence than what others do Principals,
however, do not have the time to do all the work of facilitating change by
themselves Therefore, certain functions should receive the principal's
attention as pr.orities These are sanctioning the change, identifying it
as a priority providing resources, and endorsing the position and activi-
ties of other CF team members. If the principal is active in no other was,
'lie or he should take responsibility for these functions The cannot he
accomplished as powerfully by anyone else
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Figure 5.4. The Importance of Who Does What for

Successful Change

Change Facilitating Team Members

r First CF

Mnncipall

FUNCTIONS

I Sanctioning

continued

back up

2 Providing
resources

3 Technical
coaching

4 Monitcring
follow up

5 Training

6 Reintorcing

7 Pushing

6 Tplling
others

9 Approving
adaptations

I

Second CF 1 Third CF 1 External CFs

t
1
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I i

I ,
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i
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Through our studies, we were able to identify characteristics of
effective CF team operation (Hall and Hord 19861 First, the members of

the team are in continuous, tvpicallt informal, contact with each other
and with the school staff. Second, each member of the CF team comple-

ments the role of the others, collectively, through sharing and overlap
ping of assignments, the% take respensibilits for all the functions Third,

each member shares a common view of the goals of the school improve-

ment project, there is c.larth and agreement about the objectives and

directions for the change process
Open planning is a fourth characterishz of the team, with all mem-

bers sharing and discussing what can be done Planning is ongoing,
constantly reviewed and revised through informal conversations and
regularly sLheduled team meetings Fifth, planning, decisions, and ac
tions are taken with the total improvement gam( plan in mind, this
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facilitates consistent actions ht the various CFs Collegiality, a sixth
aspect is an inherent element in each of the foregoing five charac-
teristics

Because sufficient knowledge, communication, and a shared
agenda exist it is possible for each member of the team to gain from the
work of fellow members, resulti- in a total process of change that is
greater than the simple addition of the efforts of each individual facili-
tatorthis "geometric summing" is a seventh factor of CF teams. The
eighth tactor is team complementaritt . increased use of members'
strengths but decreased emphasis on :ndividuals, and a willing filling of
gap, and anticipation of what other team members will be doing. All of
these factors contribute to the ninth. positive professionalism and enthu-
siasm for the innovation, for the capabilities of the school, and the
activities that are taking place. Of course we believe also that all CFs need
to he familiar with SoC, LoU, and IC, the CBAM tools that can help
guide and clarity the change process

Initiating the Change Process

In this chapter We have tried to convet the sigralcarit /inu vital role
that you plat as change facilitator Your tasks are not east Though thet
may appear deceptivelt simple in our tidt charts and chapters thet are
complex undertakings It you are seeking to use our tools and tech-
niques for the first time, we suggest starting with a small team of
colleagues who will serve a: CFs A starting point might he to read and
discuss this book Then in consultation with teachers, decide on a
modest school change to implement, an effort that can be suaesstul tor
everyone Then go from there

One last thins we might suggest to you learn "mushroom detec-
tion What, you may ask, is that? just like mushrooms that pop up
unexpectedly after a spring shower, efforts to facilitate change mat, rrom
time to time, produce some surprisingand unplannedresults Be
sensitive to these possibilities, take corrective actions as you can, and
learn to thrive in a changing landscape.

Questions Commonly Asked about
Facilitators and Interventions

Q it matte, who nni second CT is

A Yes, it should be someone who is enthusiastic about the change
to he facilitated and who has the respect and regard o' the schoo, stall
Ohviouslt, it should he someone who is regularlt available and as-ce,

hit to work with teachers Someone w,th whom you can work collegiallt
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and comfortably, as well as someone who has knowledge of and exper-
tise with the change, is certainly desirable

Q. Are principals expected to do training?

A. When principals do training, it can be very effective for they
know their teachers and their situation Even if principals are not doing
training themselves, they can be involved the can make arrangements
with others, such as central r:n-ce "experts" or staff developers, to do the

training Studies have shown that if principals attend training sessions
with their teachers and engage in the training activities with them,
change occurs more effectively.

Q is it possible for the same person who evaluate:, teacher:, performance

also to monitor their implementation of change'

A Yes, it is possible to do this effectively if several conditions are
met First, the pnncipal or other facilitator whc is monitoring should
make it clear that the monitoring activities are for the purpoz, of school
improvement and not for teacher assessment Second, the monitoring
purpose should be made clear to the teacher that it will form the basis
for providing support and assistance to the teacher Third, the help and
support should be immediately available and visible following the moni-

toring activity so that the facilitate. is seen as just thata helper, not an
evaluator

Q If a game plan is madc according to the GP& and long- and short-range

obiectives, is that all there s to it?

A Weil, no We suggest that obstacles or barriers, and ans prob-
lems that can be anticipated related to the particular change, he consid-
ered and that the planning take those things into account Particular
policies rm need developing, for example And, of course, the plan
should consider the people who will do the changingand their devel-
oping SoC Loli, and IC patterns during the change process.

Q Once uoi hart an intervention game plan, a it necessart, to abide hi, if
100 vercen:"

A No, most football coaches begin with a plan for conducting the
game, but if the plan is moving the team closer to defeat than to victors,

coach will shift to a contingency plan. The game plan components
provide a framework making a long-range plan that is not sacred In
other words, a game r is the best starting point that can be devised on

currently available information and thinking If some parts do not work
well the should he adjusted and changed as the situation dictates
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Last Words:
Implications &
Our Central
Message
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and facilitating the process and the people involved in it Its most
important message has been to direct attention to the needs of the
people who must change

In case we have not been clear, we take this last opportunitx to
distinguish between the applications of the CBAM as a tool for change

1 facilitationwhich is the focus of this bookand the model's applica-
tior for research and evaluatiol Much more thorough understanding
and training are required for the latter than for clinical applications We
have not attempted here to lax out all the bits and pieces our model
Where detail and technical processes are lacking, we have cited refer-
enc.es for additional reading Our goal has been to provide enough basic

concepts, tools, and procedures to launch you as a facilitator A more
technical treatment of the CBAM (Hall and Hord 1987) is available for
those who wish to delve further, especialh those who are eager for a
more scholarls discussion of the concepts and for a more exter sive
report of reset -;" results

Our enthusiasm throughout this text max have implied that once

equipped with CBAM's tools, the facilitator has enormous control over
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the change process and can save the das through data gathering and
planning Perhaps control is not as much to the point as understanding.
Understanding helps the CF keep the fingers firmly on the pulse of the
process and permits more efiective responses as the process unfolds

In this context, it is important that we emphasize that personal
concerns are okaN The keN to successful facilitation is to personalize

one's interventions b focusing attention on the concerns of those en-
gaged in the change process and accepting those concerns as legitimate

reflections of changes in progress This contrasts sharply with the more
instinctive tendenct of managers to direct change from the perspective

of their own concerns and objectives Policvmakers as well are known to
reach decisions and to direct actions based on policy-level concerns, and

they should at the veN least adjust their expectations for results to take
into account the concerns of those affected by the change

Policvmakers and administrators contemplating change should con-
sider also the questions of who will facilitate the facilitators Principals,

central office staff, even teachers find themselves in new roles as mem-
bers of facilitation teams, and the to experience the change process as
they learn these new skills Once again, the understanding offered by
the CBAM concepts provides a tool foi gauging progress and pi oviding
encouragement and stimulation.

Understanding of change should a!so lead policymakers tc a better
appreciation of the complexities of the very human process of change
and of the demands that process imposes at even, level of the system
Innovations are often thought of as single thingsan effective school
program, for examplewhen they mat in fact be bundles that include
five, seven, eight, nine, or more components There are limits to the
number of bundles and bundle components that people or institutions
can handle effectively at one time

We hope your reading of these chapters has given you some
"Ahals It has been our intention to provide new insights and under-
standings of school change and new meaning about the roles people and
their personal needs play in the process It we have struck a familiar
chorda note that rings true with your own experience then , au will

have added nevs validity to the CBAM and we will have su,-.-eeded in
our task
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